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PREFACE
Much is said at this time regarding the problem set for edu-
cation in cultivating and establishing friendly international re-
lations. This discussion centers to a great extent on the adult
field, and that which does enter the juvenile, centers on the geo
graphic and historical emphasizing differences rather than re-
semblances. It is only natural that it should make such emphasis
In general it is v.ritten by those who are not native of the coun-
try about which they are writing, and it is in turn to be read by
those who are not native of that country. Our interest in that
which we can not fully understand, in those v/hom we cannot auto-
matically and confidently place in some familiar group, is much
keener than our interest in that vdiich is an established part of
our everyday environment. Hence the geographer or historian is
handicapped by nature from giving a true and accurate picture,
however much he may intend to. And if he did, his contribution
would not be accepted. His readers are looking for differences,
and if these are not apparent, their confidence in the production
ebbs. They are being educated into a tolerant attitude towards
anothei^s ic i osyncrasies and they resent any tendency to deprive
them of an opportunity to indicate this tolerance.
I'ilaterial so devised can only vdth great difficulty correct
or even definitely alleviate any existing breach among nations.
True brotherhood can only be reached when nations meet upon a
common level, an impossibiliiy v/hen. differences are constantly
it
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emphasized. V/ould not an acquaintance with juvenile literature of
a nation offer opportunities for establishing this neighborly atti-
tude among our children with far less difficulty and much greater
effectiveness than the customary procedure? This literature has at
least been prepared by the people themselves to be read primarily
by them themselves. It should, therefore, afford a more normal,
accurate picture of these people than any material witten by an
outsider.
With this problem in mind, the modern juvenile field of liter-
ature written in German was sampled, and the follovmng discussion
represents the conclusions of this examination. Reading material
translated from the German is, of course, available, but this is
not so extensive as to constitute an over supply. In fact, there
never seem to be quite enough stories, and the demand for a new
supply is ever present. Any indication that another story is to
be added to the list is always enthusiastically received.
The material here presented is considered from two angles,
for translation, storytelling, and reading purposes in English
and for dramatization for children in those primary grades who
are studying the German language.
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3PART I
ANALYSIS OF IfATERIAL COMPRISING THIS STUDY
INTRODUCTION
Exact citations illustrating each phase of the discussion
following are not given* This would constitute a field of re-
search beyond the purposes of this study. For the same reason,
the stories are not summarized. An idea of the general theme
is given, however.
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CliAPTER I.
TYPE OF THEME
The books chosen for this study -were for children six to tvirelve
years old, with the majority of them belonging to the primary grades
or the ages six to nine* They vrere classified as to theme under the
following heads of sources: travel, nature, home life and experi-
ences, and ABC rhymes.
Listing any of these stories as travel types is technically a
misnomer. There are no true travel types in the sense that they
present experiences in what we commonly consider a foreign land. To
the individuals comprising these particular stories, however, the ex-
periences do represent travels in localities which are so foreign,
that the placement seems justifiable. "Funfzehn Hasen" * and "Die
Biene Maja'*^ portray drastic changes of environment, in that in both
the characters go out to explore the viorlA and find out for them-
selves what there is to be seen. In "Funfzehn Hasen", they leave
the narrow confines of their own woods and meadow vfhere they were
born, and satisfy their adventuresome spirit by traveling south to
escape the hardships of the oncoming winter. In "Die Biene L'laja",
the charming young bee Maja explores and becomes acquainted ivith a
rather extensive assortment of plant and animal life. "Teddy und
Venf/andte"^ sets forth in rhyme the experiences of four stuffed
1 Srlten, Felix, Funfzehn Hasen, Paul Zsolnay Verlag, Berlin, 1929.
2 Bonsels, Waldemar, Die Biene Maia, edited by Schneider, Franz &
Boyd, Martha, D. C. Heath & Co. Boston.
3 Steift, Margarete, und Meiner, Hams,„Teddy Und ^errmindte Reisen
Durch Die Lande, George \Y. Dietrich, ..unchen.
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animals, a teddy bear, two puppies, and a gaily dressed rabbit in
their travels extending as far as Africa. They give some very scant
but fairly accurate information.
"Funfzehn Hasen" and "Die Biene Maja" are classified as pos-
sessing nature themes although the facts presented are more or less
unscientific. They are not so inaccurate, however, as to make the
information confusing or necessarily damaging for the child’s future
experiences. They are valuable for developing an interest in the
nature life about them sufficiently to offset any injury that may
result from the erroneous statement of fact* The stories, too, are
so interestingly told that the misstatements mil be subordinated to
the development of the action* "Schaut der Tiere Kinder lein" ^is one
of the three books used virhich is v/ritten in rhyme. It gives simple
facts about various more common animals, facts which in some cases
have a nature theme.
The theme of home life and experiences was regrouped as to
origin, as city, rural, village, school, and toys. "Klein Heini"^
gives distinctly the experiences of a child living in a large city
and attending a school provided by such a city. His friends are
those found in such a city, and he looks forward %vith keen anticipation
to a trip to the country. Since the v;orks of Johanna Spyri are all
laid in southeasteni Gei*many and Syd-tzerland, it is difficult to
classify the works as definitely of rural or village experiences.
They are both. To a great extent, the inhabitants have their homes
1 Diek, Chas., Holst, Adolf, und Jordan, Paula, Schaut Der Tiere
Kinder lein, Diek & Co., Verlag, Stuttgart.
2 Hennings, Richard, Klein Heini, Henry Holt & Co., Hew York City*
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in a village, but their activities for a livelihood are pursued out-
side the village in the country; and, conversely, even though they
may live in the open country, they are yet very closely connected
with the village nearby. The school is located there as vrell as the
church, and any other type of social or economic intercourse enjoyed
is probably effected in the village. The occupations, tendencies, and
characteristics are those of a combination of the tvro experiences.
Daily herding of the goats up the mountains, seasonal herding of the
cows up the mountain, carving, and their great love for music form
the basis for the experiences which are the stories. "Teddy und
Verwandte”, picturing the travel experiences of these toys, presents
another phase of the possibilities hidden in toys. Children are in-
tensely interested in their toys, and to many of them, their toys
are not wholly inanimate. They talk to them and play \*dth them as
with their other little friends. Hence the travel experiences of
these four are interesting and amusing to them. Klein Heini’s school
experiences shcrw him to be a kindred spirit with the children of his
age. He has the same difficulty in getting ready and off to school,
and the same tendency to avoid set tasks in school which many a wide-
awake six-year-old boy has in an environment furnishing as many
distracting influences as the average schoolroom.
The "A B C Bilderbuch"^ like any ABC book, uses rhymes to fix
letter concepts in four forms, capital and small letters in print and
script. The rhymes are no better nor worse than the averae:e, seeming
to be devised by adults for the reading of adults.
1 Thoma, Hans, ABC Bilderbuch, Verlag Josef Scholz, llainz.
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As a whole the types of themes are similar to our own* The
children recognize kindred spirits doing the same kind of things
as they, and that the children in Germany are reading the same kind
of stories as they*

8CHAPTER II
SOCIAL PHASES
The literattire chosen does not represent all walks of life. The
more economically fortunate classes have received little emphasis,
the center of interest being the middle and poorer classes. "Klein
Heini" has distinctly a north G3man setting. One is conscious of a
normal th^rifty household whose activities are those of a family who
can afford some pleasures occasionally. The boy does not feel the
brunt of economic pressure or difficulty in the family, neither is he
pampered by an over-indulgence of his every whim. He can lead a nor-
mal care-free life, playing vdth his friends in his neighborhood and
enjoying such activities as are helpful in developing the necessary
stamina for a sturdy, wholesome, desirable character type. His m.other
is not so harassed vdth household cares that she can not look after
him with reasonable stability of temperament. In fact, one feels that
the household moves along fairly smoothly, a background necessary to
develop a normal boy of six in the best way possible.
The diction of "Klein Heini" is distinctly north German, in fact,
at times the north German dialect is used. It never deviates so far
from the standard German, hovrever, that it obscures the meaning or
causes delay or confusion in reading.
Spyri's works, v/^hich form almost half of the study, are laid as
has been said, in southeastern Germany and Svdtzerland, in the Alpine
regions. Life there does not assum.e an easy comfortable tenor, and
the people are compelled to work- very hard. They manage to eke out a
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living by battling nature, but it is a very meager living on the whole,
requiring most frugal habits. Even though they are in general quite
poor, they are not poverty stricken, and they remain throughout proud
and under the conditions, unusually independent* As is true in most
isolated regions, their pleasures are fevj-. They work from davm to
dusk, and a respite from v/ork is welcomed with the same degree of
pleasure as a most elaborate holiday is by one more economically for-
tunate. In the villages, the skilled artisans have their Saturday or
Sunday holiday excursions affording good, rollicking fun. The rural
sections, however, are rather limited to journeys to the village, to
church and to the market, and these trips take on the aspect of a real
holiday.
These people are intensely pious, a characteristic which forms
the basis for Spyri’s works. It is not to be wondered at that with
the symbolic belief of God as above us, these people in their Alpine
houses should spend much of their free time and thought thinking about
Him. In their solitude, on their peaks, watching their herds, they
have ample opportunity for such thought. In their battle vri.th the
elements what could furnish them such a feeling of stability, as the
realization that through it all there is One who sees all, hears all,
and knoTfS all, who is watching over them and guiding them on their
way? In their struggle to eke out an existence where no further
existence seems obtainable, what could provide them with the necessary
courage to go on but the faith that from somewhere help v/ould apnear
vdien the greatest need was upon them? ivnd finally, though their life
here on earth might be merely an existence of fears, one continuous
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struggle ivith fevx apparent compensations, yet there would come a day
when they could quietly fold their hands and rest. They could then
join their Creator and loved ones gone before and look dovm, giving
inspiration and courage to those left behind. It may be a simple
belief of a simple people but from what other source could the cour-
age and fortitude of this persevering people be derived? Their faith
alone can make them sufficiently steadfast and secure to continue on
their way.
Her stories are highly idealistic. They portray the usual types
of activities of these regions, battling with mountain streams, with
the elements of nature while herding on their mountain peaks, the keen
desire to express the artistic bent evident in most of them, and the
intense longing to make their lives worthwhile. As may be expected,
in ’.vorks of such a decidedly religious tone, virtue is always rev:arded,
and the guilty may be certain of his punishment. It may be possible
that in such a less complicated environment, the opportunity for in-
trigue is less prevalent, and hence virtue has a greater opportunity
of being revmrded and vice is more certain of punishment than in
ours. And yet, they are hardly more idealistic than are some of our
own works at the present day.
The diction is standard German, and the style is simple. What-
ever irregularities occur, are not distinctly local and can be read
and understood with little or no difficulty.
The remaining stories represent no distinct section in the
experiences cited. They might apply to any region where the physical
and climatic features which are pictured can be found. "Die Biene ”aja"
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can apply to one section about as v/ell as another, as can also
"Funfzehn Hasen"
,
"Schaut der Tiere Kinderlein
,
"ABC Bilderbuch
,
and "Teddy und Verv^andte". They pertain almost entirely to plant
and animal life, and the few humans named are only a secondary
element. They represent a social status, however, no different from
those mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.
The diction in all is standard German. Tlhatever irregularities
occur are such as are found in sections of similar isolation, rather
than regional colloquialisms.
In general^ the stories do not picture Utopias. It is possible
to urge the criticism that they are too sad and that the goal is
alvrays attained after intense suffering and sorrovr. They are rep-
resentative, hovrever, of their types, and they furnish interesting
material on that basis.
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CHAPTER III
USE OF MATERIAL
Stories cannot aliTO-ys be used equally T>rell for telling and for
reading. Our reading vocabularies are in general our most compre-
hensive vocabulary and cannot always be incorporated into our speak-
ing vocabulary. Frequently the peculiar charm of the diction is the
center of interest of a story. Reproducing it in the vocabulary of
the story teller would detract from its charm, and memorizing it
intact is difficult and not to be recommended. Such stories should
be read, either aloud or silently. Although the vocabularies of the
stories chosen are distinctive for the particular types, the stories
would not lose their charm if they were reproduced or tra^nslated.
"Die Biene Maja"^ composed largely of dialogue arranged in a most
delightful manner, centers about the travel experiences of a little
bee, a theme which would attract and hold a child’s attention in any
language. The episodes of these adventures are quite distinct and
can be told in any order desired. It is not even necessary to use a
complete episode. The scene where Maja visits Peppi was told to a
group of second-grade children with most encouraging results. They
wanted to hear more about her travels.
"Klein Heini" is also adaptable for reproduction or translation.
The incidents of Heini' s active days can be told as effectively as
they can be read, and they can be chosen to suit the desire of the
storyteller. They are of various lengths, from half a page to four
or five, and they may be used individually or in groups.
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"Fimfzehn Hasen" is not so definitely arranged for choosing par-
ticular episodes. The events are not chronologically organized, and
the storyteller must give some introductory information as she presents
her story. Epi's experiences when captured and confined in his narrow-
quarters proved quite successful vdien usetj as a plea for more himiane
treatment of animals now so commonly found around our roadside stands
end our gas filling stations.
Translating the "A B C Bilderhuch" and "Schaut der Tiere Kinderlein",
both vjritten in rhyme, was not effective. As is true of books of that
type, the appeal lies in the rhythm itself rather than in the ideas
presented.
"Teddy und Verwandte", also written in rhyme, can be paraphrased
into English and used for telling. The first part picturing the
decision of Teddy, Bully, and Molly to leave the nursery, -was told to
a second-grade group in connection with an imaginary journey.
Spyri’s w'orks are very adaptable for storytelling and repro-
duction. Some of her works, in fact, have been used in the schools for
some time as reading material for the children. Her best kno-wn is,
1
"Heidi" which has won an enviable place as one of the best loved child
2
classics. "Jorli" has been made available for children's use in the
third and fourth grades. "Heidi" is suitable for fifth grade. The
vocabulary of "Jorli" has been scientifically compared wnth
3
Thorndike's "The Teacher's T/ordbook" and graded on that basis, ^t is
1 Sp-^Ti, Johanna, Heidi, translated by Dole, Helen B, Ginn & Co.,
Boston, 1899.
2 Spyri, Johanna, Jorli, translated by Clayton, Francis Treadvra.y and
"Wunderli, Olga, Benj. H. Tadborn Co., Boston, 1924.
3 Thorndike, E.L.
,
The Teacher's Wordbook, Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, Nev/ York City.
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undoubtedly a desirable contribution to the reading list for those
grades.
The need for reading material in the third and fourth grades
alvmys seems to be acute, and the demand for nevf material alv/ays per-
sistent. It is possible that there are several outstanding causes for
the existence of such a condition. The children are growing out of
the simple nursery theme of the stories they have been reading in the
preceding grades. The experience presented in their reading is no
longer parallel to their oxm social development. The literatvire in
v,rhich they can find a kindred spirit, hovrever, requires a mastery of
reading mechanics far beyond their present capacities. Their interest
in a story soon ebbs if they cannot read it Vvdth a reasonable degree
of ease and speed, and hence they soon put it aside. Undoubtedly,
more stories are being read and told to children than ever before.
The one telling or reading is hard pressed at times to satisfy the
plea "tell /^e another story". In desperation, he often adapts to his
use whatever material is available, however much it may lack the
desirable qualities suited to the child’s development. As a result,
much of the material which the children should be reading in these
grades has been read or told to them before. It is to be expected
that too often they then lack the enthusiasm and zest to find out
what is going to happen, for they already know*. Children, of course,
like to read the same stories over and over again. Hovrever this
persistent rereading of the same material must not be encouraged nor
even condoned to the extent that they are reading little new material.
It is hardly probable that children vdll read a story repeatedly to
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discover previously unnoticed thoughts and ideas, and hence they are, in
a way, merely marking time in their reading.
To meet this need for material simple enough to he read and under-
stood easily and yet supply a theme suited to their social develop-
rnent, two of Spyri’s stories were chosen, Jos", and "Toni". The
vocabularies of both stories were compared mth Gates' "A Reading
3
Vocabulary for the Primary Grades". "Jos" was told to a child of ten
and to a group of normal school students. The results were most sat-
isfactory. The story must be told so as not to center xmduly on
Feieli's death. The ending is certainly sufficiently idealistic and
happy to relieve the earlier pathos. "Toni" was told to a group of
children and produced very desirable reactions. It was read to about
150 children of four different fourth grades. Very satisfactory
results about their reactions were obtained from two new type tests,
a true-false and a multiple choice. These results are discussed
later in Part IV of this thesis.
The stories, in general are rich in possibilities for dramatization.
With the ever increasing emphasis on the mastery of modern languages
in the primary and intermediate grades, material is needed which can
be used in much the same -vmy that the English literature is used in
those grades in the regular language classes. Droraatization, planned
either by the teacher or the pupil, is an integral part of the language
v/ork from vdiich the children derive much pleasure. Much of their
1 Spyri, Johanna, Am Felsensprung
,
Fr. Aidre
,
Perthes, Gotha.
2 Spyri, Johanna, Toni von Kandergrund, Fr. Ardre, Perthes, Gotha.
3 Gates, Arthur I, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Coluinbia University, New York.
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play activity is pretending or make believe. To indicate the read-
iness with which the submitted material can be adapted to satisfy
this desire of the child’s, four scenes v/ere arranged, one each from
"Die Biene Maja"
,
"Punfzehn Hasen"
,
"Klein Heini”, and "Teddy und
Vervmndte Reisen Durch die Lande", and these are presented in Part II.
In general, then the entire group here presented are adaptable
to the purposes for which they were selected, and they can \mdoubtedly
be used equally well for storytelling or for the child’s reading in
English or for dramatization in German.
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CONCLUSION
t
The material selected represents a fair assortment of story-
types. It is, at any rate, sufficiently representative to show the
children that they have kindred spirits the vdde world over, that
even though others may speak a different language, there is hardly
more "basic difference betvreen peoples of different nations than
"between peoples -within a nation. The interests are similar, the
differences being differences of degree rather than of kind. They
live, work, and play in much the same way in German speaking re-
gions as in English. They have toys, play, make believe, have
ideals and aspirations. That human nature is very much the same
everywhere is a truth which can and must be presented to children
when they are young if nations are to be friends.
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PiiRT II
DRAM;\TIZATIONS IK GERi!Al'I FOR THE PRIMJlRY GR/J)ES
INTRODUCTIOl'T
Modern languages are finding their -way more and more into the
primary and intemediate grades of private schools. To indicate the
possibilities of the selected stories for dramatization purposes, the
follomng four scenes are presented. They are not necessarily the
only suitable ones. They are, instead, typical of the varying degrees
of difficulty with which dramatizations can be arranged. "Die Biene
Maja" is filled with such scenes as "Peppis RoserJiaus". In fact,
there is such opportunity from the beginning of the book through to
the very end, and if desired, a series of continuous scenes could be
planned.
"Klein Heini" which supplied "Dornrd^schen"
,
is a series of ex-
periences of Heini’ s everyday life most of which can be adapted.
Some are, however, more the type of play a younger child would carry
on and are amusing as reading material for an older child who has
reached the patronizing second- and third-grade stage, but they are
not so usable for dramatization by him.
"Piinfzehn Hasen"
,
giving "Epi Als Gefangener"^ has most desirable
scenes but the episodes are not continuous due to the fact that
several episodes are occurring at the same time in different regions.
These are very fascinating but a bit more difficult to organize.
"Teddy und Verv;andte Reisen durch die Lande" presenting the scene
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"Teddy und Verv/andte Reisen Hach Afrika"
,
has much dramatic appeal.
In fact, after part of this story •was told to a second grade group,
they dramatized it on the playground of their own accord, in English,
of course. It is -written in rhymie. Hence the diction is not so
adaptable and requires a bit more effort.
Since varying degrees of difficulty of arrangement are presented,
the dramatizations may be considered to be fairly representative of
the possibilities for such use afforded by all the stories.
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VORREDE
Folgende kleir-.e Stucke sind fur Kinder, die schon etv/as fur
sich lesen konnen* Yifenige Anweisungen werden den Buhnenfuhrer
zur Leitung gegeben. Man soli es den Kindern uberlassen ,ihre
eigerien Ideen in Bezug auf einzelne Sachen, die zur Ausfuhrung
dieser Stucke in Betracht kommen, selbst auszuarbeiten.
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PEPPI3 ROSEHKAUS
Personen
Maja: Eine junge Biene erst ge stern aus dem
Stock herausgekommen.
Peppi; Ein Rosenkafer, etwe.s alter als die Maja,
der schon etvra.s in der Tfelt herumgekoinmen ist,
Eine Ameise.
Die Hand lung findet fruh morgens beim
S onnenaufgang in einer Rosenkehle statt.
Auszug aus Vv’aldemar Bonsels DIE BIENE M/it A
(Schneider, Franz, L Boyd, li^artha. Die Biene L'laja,
D.C. Heath & Co., Boston, p. 12-20.)
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(Es ist fruh morgens aber schon hell. Maja ist ervmcht. Es
friert sie und sie sitzt zitterrd unter einem griinen Blatt. Sie halt
sich an einem Xderchen des Blattes fest. Sie Issst ihre Flugel
zittern und fliramern, damit sie glatt und frei von Staub v.-erden. Sie
glattet ihre blonden Haare und wischt sich die Augen blank.
Sie kriecht vorsichtig bis an den Rand des Blattes vor. Sie
schaut sich urn.)
Maja: 0, vde ist denn dies so schon. Die Morgensonne ist so hell und
klar, sogar . .prachtvoll. Die Blatter iliber mir scheinen vde
grunes Gold. 0, du herrliche Yvelt! (Schaut sich ganz vor Freude
ubermannt \irnher
.
)
Maja: Es ist ja herrlich hier im Freien. Aber die Kassandral Ich
bin ihr doch entlaufen. Findet sie mich v.ohl hier? Nein, das kann
sie nicht. Unmoglichl Warum soli ich denn imner nur aus und ein
fliegen und nur Honig tragen Oder Wachs bereiten? Habe keine Freude
daran. Es ist doch so viel schBner, das Leben auf meine Art zu
geniesen, lass kommen was will. Ich kann's doch ertragen. Andre
tun’ s.
(in der Gegend der Sonne fitngt es an, rot zu schimmern. Maja
schaut sie an, rde sie da so gl&izt. Sie Y.drd ganz ungeduldig. Sie
schaut nach alien Richtungen hin und macht, als wenn sie sich auf den
"Weg macht.
)
liaja: Ich muss v.'eiter gehen. 'sVill auch sehen, was es da draussen
gibt. Bin auch hungrig. (Tanzt im Waltz tempo davon, dem he lien
roten Schein gerade zu.)
haja: 0, -.velch ein susser Duft. (Als sie in die llahe komnt.) Ich
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bin ja fast ganz betaubt. Werde ich wohl den Schein erreichen?
(Wie sie daran komrnt, schvfingt sie sich anf das ausserste
Blxmenblatt und halt sich daran fest.)
Maja; 0, es ist eine Blumel (Ein grosser Tautropfen rollt ihr
entgegen.) Aber \ms rollt mir denn hier entgegen? Es fliimnert in
alien Farben des Regenbogens. Es ist fast so gross wie ich. Und vriLe
prachtvolll ?Jird es mich toten? (Die grosse Kugel koirant schneller
heran. Maja stosst einen leisen Ruf des Schreckens aus.) Ich muss
davon. Ach da geht es hin. Schade. Da liegt es ganz zerbrochen im
Gras. Es ist ja ein grosser Wassertropfen. Er muss sich doch
ubernacht im Kelch dieser Blxime gebildet haben. Nun sieh'
,
was ist
das?
(Ein Kafer mit braunen Flugeldecken und einem schwarzen
Brustschild sitzt am Eingang zum Blumenkelch. Er ist etwas kleirer
als die Uaja. Er behauptet ruhig seinen Platz und sieht sie ernst
an, obgleich nicht unfreundlich.
)
Maja; Guten Morgen. Gehorte die Kugel Ihnen? (Der Kafer macht
keine Antv/ort.) Es tut mir Leid, dass ich die Kugel hinabgeworfen
habe.
Peppi : Meinen Sie den Tautropfen? Machen Sie sich doch keine
Sorge desvv’egen. Ich habe schon bereits getrunken. Aber v/as wollen
Sie denn hier?
Maja; (Ohne auf seine Frage zu antworten.) ??as ist dieses fur eine
herrliche Blume? Seien Sie doch so giUtig; V/ie mag sie wohl heissen?
(Der Kafer bewegt seinen Kopf im Brustschild.)
Peppi; (Etwas unhbflich.) Sie sind v;ohl erst von gestern?
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(Wie er sieht, wie Maja’s Wangen sich mit einer Rote der Verlegenheit
ganz xiberziehen. ) Es ist eine Rose. ¥/ir haben sie vor vier Tagen
bezogen. Sie ist, ’.vie Sie sehen, unter unsrer Pflege auf das
prachtigste gevrorden. Darf ich Sie bitten, nilher zu treten?
(Sie zogert, macht aber doch ein Paar Schritte. Der Kafer dnickt
ein belles Blftttchen beiseite. Sie betreten nebeneinander die schnalen
Gem^icher
,
)
Maja; Sie haben es wirklich reizend, (ganz ehrlich entzuckt) und
dieser Duft hat etvvas ganz Bet8rendes.
Feppi: (Seine Freude dber Maja's Gefallen an seine YifohnstStte ganz
scheinbar) Man muss wissen, vro man sich aufhfilt. ’Sage mir, wo du
umgehst, xind ich vrerde dir sagen, wie viel du vrert hist' sagt ein
altes Sprichwort. Ist etwas Honig gefallig?
Maja; Ach, das ware mir doch vdrklich angenehm.
(Er nickt und verschTn-ndet hinter einer der lYande. Sie sieht
sich gliicklich um. Sie schmiegt ihre Ifvange und ihre Hande an die
zarten Vorhange, atmet den kostlichen Duft tief ein und ist vor
Freude beseligt, sich in einer so schonen Wohnxing aufhalten zu
durfen. Hinter den 7/anden gibt es ein lautes Schelten.)
Kafer: (Hinter der Wand) Ja, doch# Ich mil’s und nimm' s auch.
(Man h8rt wie er jemanden packt und ihn xmsanft vor sich herstBsst.)
Ameise: (Hinter der V/and, fingstlich und verdriesslich) Natiirlich,
Tirenn ich alleia bin, diirfen Sie sich herausnehmen, mir zu nahe zu
treten# Aber warten Sie# Wenn ich meine GefUhrte hole, dann vdrd es
Ihnen anders gehen. Sie sind ein Grobian, horen Sie? (jingstlich)
Gut, ich gehe. (Rachgierig) Aber Sie v/erden die Bezeichnving
,
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ich Ihnen gegeben habe, niemals "vergessen. (Man hort sie entfernt.)
(Maja sitzt da ganz erschrocken.
)
Peppi: (Murrisch, ein Klumpfchen Honig vor sie hinv/erfend) Es ist
ein Skandal, Nirgends hat man Ruhe vor diesem Gesindel.
liaja: (indem sie vor Hunger zu danken vergisst. Mit vollem liund)
Wer war derm da?
Peppi; Essen Sie erst, bitte, den Mund leer, schlucken Sie erst
hinrmter. (Er lasst ihr aber keine Zeit zu einer neuen Frage. Er
fShrt Srgerlich fort.) Eine Ameise war es. Glaubt man, dass man
spart und sich Stunde fttr Stunde lang sorgt nur f{ir sie? Hnd so
ohne Gruss noch Anstand in die Vorratskammern zu dringen. ¥enn ich
nicht vi^tisste, dass es bei diesen Tieren wirklich nur ikingel an
Lebensart ist, wlirde ich keinen Augenblick z6*gern, sie als Diebe
anzuklagen. Sie verzeihen. Ich vergass mich Ihnen vorzustellen.
Ich heisse Peppi, von der Familie der Rosenkafer.
Ivlaja; (Schiichtern) Ich heisse Maja. Es freut mich sehr Sie kennen
gelernt zu haben.
(Maja betrachtet ihn genau. Er verbeugt sich wiederholt und
breitet dabei seine Fuhler vde zwei kleine brarme Facher aus.)
Maja: (Mit grossem 7»'ohlgefallen) Sie haben entzuckende Fuhler.
Einfach suss.
Peppi; (Geschmeichelt) Nun ja, darauf halt man. Yfollen Sie auch
die Rtickseite sehen?
I.Iaja: V/enn ich bitten darf?
Peppi; (Dreht die gefacherten Fuhler zur Seite imd lasst einen
Sonnenstrahl daruber gleiten.) Fames, nicht wahr?
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lilaja: Ich hatte so etv/as nicht fur moglich gehalten. Heine eigenen
Fuhler sind sehr unscheinbar.
Peppi: Nun ja, jedem das Seine. Dafur haben Sie zv/eifellos schone
Augen und die goldene Farbung Ihres Korpers hat viel fur sich.
#
liaja: (Strahlt vor Gluck, ganz ubermutig vor Lebensfreude . Sie
nimmt rasch ein Klumpchen Honig.) Es ist eine ausgezeichnete
QualitRt
.
Peppi: Bitte nehmen Sie nur noch. (Etwas erstaunt xiber den Appetit
seines Gastes.) Es ist Rosenhonig, erster Ernte. lian muss sich
etwas in Acht nehmen, damit man sich nicht den Magen verdirbt. Es
ist auch noch Tau da, wenn Sie vielleicht Durst verspuren.
Maja: Vielen Dank. Ich mochte nun fliegen, T-renn Sie erlauben.
Peppi: (Hit einem uberlegenen Lacheln) Fliegen und immer Fliegeni
Das liegt euch Bienen im Blut. Ich begreife diese ruhelose Art
nicht recht. Finden Sie nicht, es hat doch viel fur sich am Platze
zu bleiben?
Maja; Ach, ich fliege aber so gern.
Pepoi
:
(8ffnet ihr hoflich den roten Vorhang) Ich will Sie noch
hinaus begleiten. Ich fuhre Sie zu einem Aussichtsblatt, von dem
Sie bequem abfliegen konnen.
Maja: 0, danke sehr. Ich kann abfliegen, wo ich will.
Peppi: Das haben Sie vor mir voraus. Ich habe etwas Muhe mit der
Entfaltung der unteren Flugel. (Er druckt ihr die Hand und schiebt
den letzten Vorhang zur Seite.)
Haja: 0, der blaue Himmel! Leben Sie wohll
Peppi: Auf ’tViedersehnl (Bleibt eine liYeile auf dem hBchsten Rosenblatt
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sitzen, xim der Maia nachzusehen* Sie fliegt hinauf in den goldenen
Sonenschein und in die reine Morgenluft. Er seufzt und zieht sich
nachdenklich Td.eder in den kuhlen Rosenkelch zuruck* Er suinint sein
Morgenlied vor sich hin.)
Alles steht in Gold und Grun,
warm \ind sommerlich,
Nur solang die Rosen hluhn,
ist es schon fur mich.
Meine Heimat vreiss ich nicht,
kostlich ist mir dies:
dass ich so im Rosenlicht
meinen Tag geniess*
’Wenig weiss ich von der Tfelt,
wo ich glucklich bin,
Yierni die Rose welkt und fallt,
muss auch ich dahin*
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DORNRdiSCiffiN
Personen
Klein Heini: Ein sechs;fahriger Jimge, der zum
Spielen inmer bereits ist.
Einmi: Ein kleines Mkdchen.
Frieda; Noch ein kleines ifadchen
Die Grossmutter
Heini s Verwandte
Die Hand lung findet morgens im Hause der
Grossmutter statt.
Drei Scenen
Auszug aus Richard Hennings KLEIN HEINI
Henry Holt & Co., New York, p. 30-33
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DORI'ffiOSCHEN
Erste Scene
Heini: (Wie er zum Fenster hinaus schaut) Nun regnet esi Ach, wie
Schade
I
Emmi: (Auch am Fenster) Sieh’ doch wie die Regentropfen draussen
auf die Klinker fallen. Kleine dunkele Flecke zeichnen sie darauf.
Frieda: Da einen, hier einen. Sie sind nun schon so dicht teieinander
,
dass kein einziger mehr dazwischen kann. Und noch immer fallen sie
von oben herunter
.
Heini: (indem er sich die Nase breit an die Fensterscheibe druckt.)
Hort es gar nicht mehr auf? Alles ist nass.
Grossmutter: (ihnen einen Schliissel reichend) Dal Tfolltet ihr
nicht den Schliissel zum Boden oben? Geht nur mal hinauf. Vielleicht
gibt es dort etvias.
(Heini nimmt den Schliissel und alle drei gehen davon. 1.5an hort,
vde sie die Treppe hinaufsteigen.
)
Zweite Scene
(Eine Dachkammer* Es ist etwas dunkel aber man sieht, dass sie
wie eine gevrohnliche Dachkammer eingerichtet ist. Durch ein Fenster
guckt der Tag in die Koramer herein. In einem Winkel steht ein
Spinnrad und in einem anderen eine alte Kiste.)
Heini: (Schaut umher, kann aber nichts genau sehen) Das Schloss war
aber ganz verrostet. Es hat auch viel Muhe gekostet den Schliissel
umzudrehen.
Frieda: (Lauft so schnell vde moglich zum Fenster) Wie so ganz
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anders sehen die HRuser von hier oben ausl
Emmi: 0, da steht ein Spinnrad. (Sie lB.uft hin und setzt sich daran.)
Sieh’ laall Wie schnell iRuft das Rad herum, -wenn man dort auf das
Brett tritt, (Schaut sich vdeder um) Yfas ist wohl in der Kiste
driiben?
Heini: (Schreitet auf die Kiste zu) Es liegt ganz dicker Staub
darauf. (Hebt den Deckel) 0, ist der schwer!
(Die anderen kommen auch hin und sechs neugierige Augen spahen
ins Schwarze hinein, kBnnen aber nichts sehen.)
Emmi: (Greift zaghaft vmd doch etwas Sngstlich hinein. Sie hebt
alte Sachen, Kleider von der Grossmutter, alte Hflte, einen Umhang,
eine alte Haube hervor.) Sieh* mall
Frieda: (Die in einer Ecke steht vfo ein Sfibel und einer Soldaten-
mxitze mit Pelz hfingen. ) Hier ist ja Grossvaters Sabel und Soldaten-
mdtze mit Pelz. Die hat er wohl getragen, denn er war Soldat.
Heini: Und hier stehen ein Paar "Langschfiftige. Soli ich die mal
anziehen?
Emmi: Jawohl. Das wollen Vvdr auch tun. Wir finden uns schon etwas.
(Sie nimint schnell einen alten bunten Rock der Grossmutter und
setzt die alte Haube auf. Die anderen Beiden lachen.)
Heini: (Zieht die grossen Stiefel an, bindet sich den SS.bel um und
setzt die Soldatenmiitze auf. Er schreitet stolz umher.) Sieh’ mall
So ging der Grossvater und so kann ich’s auch machen.
Frieda: (Hat ein weisses Kleid mit feinen Spitzen angezogen. Die
Drei stolzieren mit ihren Sachen -umher.) 0, ich weiss! Vfir wollen
etwas spielen.
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Heini: Ja, lasst uns Dornroschen spielen. Ihr kennt’s* Die Grossz
mutter hat’s ims oft erzahlt, Einmi, du hist die alte Frau iin Turn;:
zimmer.
(Frieda und Heini gehen aus der Kammer hinaus. Eimni setzt sich
ans Spinnrad* Sie spinnt. Die Tur offnet sich und Frieda kommt
herein* Sie ist das DornriJschen.
)
Frieda: (Geht auf Emmi zu.) Was machst du da, altes Mtttterchen?
Emmi: (Spinnt vreiter) Ich spiime.
Frieda: Ist das sehr schwer, das Spinnen?
Emmi: (Steht auf) Nein, komm’ her. Du kannst es mal versuchen*
Frieda: (Setzt sich ans Spinnrad und spinnt. PlBtzlich) 0 -vrehl
ich hah mich in dem Finger gestochen. (SchlB.ft ein)
(Emmi geht hinaus. Die Frieda schlfift dort allein. Sie
schl&ft lange, lange. Sie soil ja hundert Jahre schlafen.
Heini Gffnet die Kammertilr. Er ist der Prinz.)
Heini: (Schaut sich um) Wer ist denn das? Wie huhschl Wie schSnl
(Er streichelt ihr die Haare.)
Frieda: (Wacht auf) Wo hin ich?
Heini; Willst du meine Kfinigen sein?
Frieda: 0, ja.
Heini; Komml So wollen vjir nach meinem Reich zurilck tind ich v/ill
alien davon erzahlen. (Sie gehen hinaus.)
Dritte Scene
(Die Drei kommen wieder herein. Frieda hekommt einen langen
vreissen Schleier und hakt Heini, den Prinzen, ein, Emmi muss die grosse
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Schleppe tragen. Sie stolzieren herum, verbeugen sich, und nicken
hierhin und dorthin, als ob sie nach beiden Seiten grussten.
Grossmutter: (Von unten) Kinder! korrant! Das Mittagessen ist
fertig.
(Die Drei ziehen schnell ihre stolzen Kleider aus und man
hort, wie sie ubereinander die Treppe hinab sturzen.)
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EPI ALS GEFAI'IGEIJER
Dieses Stuck handelt sich das
Einsperren der wilden Tiere.
I
Personen
Epi: Ein kleiner Ease.
Der Zeisig
T/espe
Schmetterling
Ein kleines M^dchen
Ein kleiner Junge, der erst laufen gelernt hat.
Vater
Mutter
Zwei andere Kinder
Zv/ei Scenen
Auszug aus Felix Saltens FUl'IFZEHN HASEN
Paul Zsolnay Verlag, Berlin, 1929, 76-82, 118-129.
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EPI ALS GEFANGEHER
Erste Scene
Der Epi lauft sch:iell aus dem Wald hinaus gerade dem Hause
eines Bauern zu. In dem Hof kommen drei Kinder gelaufen* Wie sie
den jungen Hasen sehen, lassen sie ein entsetzliches Geschrei
vernehmen und bleiben am Fleck stehen* Epi druckt sich ganz fest
zu Boden, urn nicht gesehen zu vrerden. Eins von den Kindern, ein
M^dchen, stolpert fast uber ihn. Sie sieht ihn an, packt ihn an
beiden Loffeln und hebt ihn auf in die Luft. Epi wird starr vor
Schreck. Das Madchen bejauchzt ihren Fang den anderen gegenuber.
M^dchen: Je-. ein Haserll
Epi: (Zappelt mit den beiden Hinterbeinen zugleich) Ach ich bin
verloren* (Erv/artet einen Schlag, der ihn vernichtena soil.)
Erstes Kind: Der ist herzig.
Zweites Kind: Den nelim' ich mit nach Hause.
Epi: (Zu sich) Was fur ein schreckliches TJngluck.
(Das Madchen setzt den Epi in ihre rote Schurze. Er will
hinaus springen. Sie halt die Zipfelm ihrer Schurze fest uber ihn
zusammen und geht mit den beiden Kindern dem Hause zu.
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Zweite Scene
(Eine offene Veranda mit einem Tisch, Ein Vogelk*4fig hangt von
der SchiTOlle. Darin sitzt ein auch draussen im Wald gefangener
Zeisig. Der springt von Sprosse zu Sprosse ruhelos bin und her.)
(Epi wird aus der Schurze auf eine blanke weisse Holzplatte
geschoben. Vater, Ikitter, und die zwei Kinder stehen ximher und sehen
ihn sehr freundlich an. Er druckt sich flach an das Holz, an ganzem
Leib zitternd.)
Vater,; (inden er seine Pfeife stopft.) Nett.
Mutter ; Herzig
I
Ivfiidchen: So lieb. Durfen T,vir ihn nicht bei uns behalten? Sieh*
doch, er ist so brav.
Drei j'ihriger Bruder; (indem er mit energischen P^austchen nach Epi
greifft.) Ich will's.
M'idchen: (Seine griffigen Faust wegschiebend) Lass’
,
er gehort mir.
Er ist doch so nett. Bitte, ist's erlaubt? Darf ich ihn hier bei
mir behalten?
Mutter; (Streichelt ihn) Herzigl JaKind, darfst es wohl. Wir
machen Platz.
lladchen: (Zu dem kleinen Bruder) Sieh', so macht man’s. Ganz leise
und sanft. Koran', willst du es mal so machen? Sieh’ so. (Sie nimmt
ihm die Hand xind zeigt ihm, vde man Hasen liebkost. ) So, das hat er
gern.
(Der vater bringt eine Kiste herein und stellt sie in die Ecke.
Das ifadchen packt den Hasen vdeder an den L'bffeln und setzt ihn hinein.
Die Mutter nimmt ein Paar Salatblatter vom Tisch und vdrft sie ihm zu.
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Er fangt an zu fres sen.)
Madchen; I-Jutter, er frisst.
Mutter: Ja, ja. Hasen ^verden leicht zutraulich,
(Sie gehen alle in die Stube.)
Epi: Ach, ich hatte nicht so lange zaudern sollen. Dann ware ich
nie gefangen genornmen. Aber Hops und Plana blieben auch noch in
ihren Betten. Tvo sind sie derm? Die waren am rechten Moment davon,
Auf und davon hatt’ ich miissen. Hops hat es 3a immer gepredigt. Fur
unsereins gibt’s nur auf und davon* Das nachste Mai kriegen sie mich
nicht. Das nachste Mali
(Eine Wespe fliegt herein.)
Epic, Komiiast du aus den TVald?
V/espe: Wald? Ich v^eiss nicht. Vielleicht.
Epi: 0 nein. Warest du aus den Wald, so wurdest du es schon wissen.
(Die V/espe fliegt davon indem ein Schmetterling herein fliegt.)
Epi: Ich griisse dich. Du hist vom V/ald, nicht vrehr?
Schmetterling: (Sausst ximher) Ja, von dorther bin ich.
Epi: (Ganz ergriffen) Ohllllili!
Schmetterling: •(immer tanzend) Was vreisst du derm vom Wald?
Epi: (Ganz aufgeregt) Ich? Ich? Ich bitte dich* Ich bitte dich,
setze dich ein Bischen.
Schmetterling: Nur eine Sekunde. Danger karm ich*s nicht.
Epi; Bleib' doch. Ich muss es dir erzahlen ich muss dich
fragen. Bist du aus dem Wald geflogen?
(Der Sclimetterling halt sich nicht bei ihm auf, sondern fliegt
weiter
.
)
W' ' *
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Epi; {Zvm Zeisig) Du koiranst vom Wald.
Der Zeisig; Wps geht’s dich an?
Epi; ,Auch ich bin aus dem Wald.
Der Zeisig; Was geht's mich an?
Epi; (Bleibt eine Weile schvieigsam) Schon ist der Wald. (Der
Zeisig fangt an zu singen. ) Kennst du Plana und Hops?
Der Zeisig; Tfer ist denn das?
Epi; (Mit Stolz) Meine Verwandten sind das, meine guten Freunde.
Der Zeisig; Sehen sie so aus wie du?
Epi; 0 0, sie sind viel schoner. Sie sind wahrhaft schon.
Der Zeisig; Mag sein, mag sein. Aber wir, vdr, die Tri.r fliegen
konnen, mr achten v.'enig auf das, was auf dem Boden kriecht.
Epi; Und doch wurdest du gefangen, ebenso wie ich.
(Der Zeisig fangt vdeder an zu singen.)
Epi; Du wirst es l^ger aushalten als ich.
Der Zeisig; Warum?
Epi; Weil dir dein Gesang be^iieden ist^dein Herz zu befreien.
(Der Zeisig fangt wieder an hin und her von Sprosse zu Sprosse
zu springen.
Epi; (Legt sich schlafen) Wo soil's denn hin? VIss wird noch aus
mir werden?
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TEDDY U1']D VEEf/AIIDTE REISEN NACH AFRIKA
Nach der Art eines Marionetten-Spiels
Personen
Teddy: Ein BEr.
Molly: Ein schwarz und weiss langohriges Hflndchen*
Bully: Ein braun \ind weisses Hiindchen.
Rabiette: Ein Ease.
Ein Elefant.
Ein Karael.
Ein Esel.
Die Hand lung findet untenrregs statt,
Auszug aus Margaret Steiff und Hans Meixners
TEDDY Uira VERiP/ANDTE REISEH DURCH DIE L/J'DE
George Ti, Dietrich, Munchen
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TEDDY Ul'JD VEMAl'IDTE REISEN NACH AFPJKiv
Bully; Wohin reisen mr denn jetzt? \7ir haben ja so viel gesehen,
Teddy: Es gibt aber viel mehr. Da von uns noch keiner es gesehen
hat, sollten mr eigentlich Afrika besuchen* l!an sagt es gibt da
viel Interessantes. Macht fur uns wohl eine schone Reise.
Molly; Wie fahren v/ir denn? Das ist sehr v.’-eit und ich kann doch
nicht reiten.
Teddy: Du kannst in Auto fahren, Du sitzt voran und steurst* Ich
bin furchtlos. Mich kann der Elefant tragen.
Bully; Das Kamel kann mich nach dem Suden tragen, wenn’s alien recht
ist.
Rabiette; Ich besteige gern den Rucken dieses Esels.
(So ziehen die vier Freunde dem unbekannten Wusteland entgegen.)
Mol'y; Was mag das v:ohl sein? Es sieht fast vde Baume aus, und zwar
vrie Palmen. Kommt schneller vorrrarts. Dort konnen wir uns im kuhlen
Schatten ein v;enig hinsetzen und uns ausruhen.
Teddy: Ja, das konnen vdr auch. Solche Stellen nennt man Oasen.
Dort gibt es auch eine Quelle mit frischem Trinkv;asser . Vielleicht
konnen vdr uns auch hier hinter den Kakteen verstecken. Dann konnen
vdr die Tiere beobachten vde sie aus der Rande hierher kommen.
Bully; Fur die vdlden Tiere hab' ich gar kein Interesse* Das
frische V»asser trinke ich gem und ich konnte mich auch eine Weile
auf dem grtinen Rasen ausruhen, Ich mach mich aber bald vdeder auf
den Y/eg, ehe jene ankomir.em,
Molly: Ich auch. Fur solches Gesindel hab' ich auch keinen Geschmack.
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Rabiette: Die tun uns wohl kein Leid. TJir konnen doch ebenso schnell
laufen vrie sie*
Teddy: Daruber wollen ivir doch nicht streiten Hier komint schon
ein fremdes l,’7ustentier • Es sieht fast so aus wie der Lowe in meinem
Bilderbuch ziihause. Das ist’s vmhrscheinlich. Ruhigl Versteckt
euch hier hinter diesen BaWen. Siehti dort im Baume sitzt ein
Eichhornchen ganz munter*
I.'olly: TJnd da rutscht ein Affe einen Baumstaimn herunter.
Bully: Ja, aber da kommen noch Tiele andere* Sie sind bose und
schlagen einander mit den Tatzen.
Teddy: Das grosse Tier mit dem ungeheuren langen Hals ist eine
Giraffe. Die Tiere mit den Streifen sind Tiger. Sie sind aber nicht
bose. Sie gru'ssen bios. Sieh’ sie trinken ohne Streit.
Molly: Da kommt eine grosse Katze. Ich dachte es gate nie und
nirgends solch’ grosse. TJnd, Bully, komm, sieh' dochl dort koinmt
ein sehr grosser Bar. Meintest du wir -wurden hier ^aren sehen?
Bully: Ja. Es ist alles sch<in. Hier ist's auch Icutl. Konnen ivir
aber nicht, sobald sie fortgehen, etvfas Wasser trinken und dann
weiter fahren? Die Hitze druben ist furchtbar. Ich ginge gern so
schnell vri.e moglich vorwarts und meder der Heimat zu.
Teddy: Ich dachte unsere Reise ist nicht so schv/er gewesen. Aber
vrerm du weiter wlllst, so ist gut I Komm. Molly und Rabiette, wir
mussen ja den K leinen zufrieden stellen.
(Sobald die Wilden die Stelle verlassen, trinken sie ohne
v/eiteres Gesprach und fahrenfort.)
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PART III
AREAIJGELENT OF "JOS" AI® "TOHI"
FOR READING IN THE THIRD AI€) FOURTITgRADES
INTRODUCTION
The folloTvlng stories of Spyri’s "Jos" and "Toni" have been
arranged for reading in the third and fourth grades.
A literal translation of these stories was first made. Then
they vrere re-'.vritten, an attempt being made to carry over into the
translation as far as possible the author’s individual style and
feeling,
;
On comparing the entire vocabulary used in the stories sub-
mitted with Gates’ "A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades",
it is found that about 85 per cent of the words used appear in the
Gates vocabulary.
The list of the entire vocabulary, as well as a list of the
words not appearing in the Gates vocabulary is given at the end of
each story in alphabetical arrangement. In both these lists only
the simple forms of the words are given unless the tense forms or
word variations appearing in the stories show little resemblance
to the basic form. In these instances the vrords are listed in the
form used in the story.
No testing of reactions or understanding of the story was done
follovring the telling of "Jos." The results of such testing about
"Toni" are given in Part IV.
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JOS
CHAPTER I
Yvhere the Wetterbach came rushing and roaring down from the gray
glacier which rises high up towards Heaven, stood the cottage of Jos'
father. Just at this point the brook fell over the huge boulders
which had broken aivay from the cliffs making a big waterfall. At
times the noise was so great that the hiuaan voice could hardly be
heard^and the spray so high that the water wet the window of the tiny
cottage. The logs from the forests on top of the mountain came down
the 7/etterbach to the valley below, and when the brook was very high
and rushed along most wildly^ the logs often stuck among these boulders,
or drifted over tov/ard the la.nd and stuck on the weeds. YJhen this
happened Jos' father had to go out and push the logs away from the
rocks and out of the weeds with a long stick with a hook in the end of
it. It was hard work and dangerous, too, and the good man often cane
home cut and bruised from the logs and the stones. For this work he
earned only enough so that he could live very simply with his hard
working wife Ife.rtha and his four children.
There was one other cottage here, a very small one, just about
large enough for one person. This was the home of Mother Silvia, as
they called her, a good and kind old woman vdio sat most of the time
spinning her flax in her little room. When she had finished she
always made her long journey, at least it seemed so to her, to the
top of the mountain and dovm to the valley on the other side where
she sold her thread. Then vdth the bit of money v;hich she received
»
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for her work she returned home and started to spin more flax. So
she lived year in, year out and people wondered where the flax
cme from, for she had no field of her ovm. But as is the custom
there, no one asked her about it.
There were no other cottages except these two. At the top of
the mountain, a good two-hours walk away, viere a fe-w houses, the
school, and the church. Jos and ^"eieli vrent to school during the
vd.nter and Mother Silvia to the church a few times during the summer.
But that was all.
The fall had come early this year end brought the cold and raw
days. At the vra-terfall it was always colder and drearier than at
the top of the mountain, and the wind soon shook the leaves and
needles from the trees. Out under these trees gathering wood were
Jos and his younger sister Feieli. Jos worked steadily but from time
to time he stopped to look at Feieli. She had let the twigs fall
out of her apron to the ground and was leaning against a tree as if
she were trying to get away from the wind.
"Feieli,” he called to her," are you afraid because the v.lnd is
howling so in the trees?"
"Uo, no" she answered, "but I can hardly breathe. The v/ind will
not let me and it makes me so tired." She had grown pale and sat
dovm \uider a tree.
"Leave everything lying there, Feieli, f^nd do not do anymore, I
will do it alone," the brother called to her. I vri.ll gather enough
to satisfy mother. You will see." He vrorked so quickly that soon
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he had a big pile and was sitting beside her.
"You al'ivays have to work tvdce as hard, Jos, because I do so
little. If I could only get strong soon," she said sadly.
"That is all right. Sometime you will be stronger you know, when
you get big," he told her. "But come, Feieli, I have enough wood.
Let us sit down over there -sdiere we can see the water coming." He
pulled her up and helped her along and they sat down.
The eleven-year- old boy was broad and solid, the direct opposite
of his delicate ten-year-old sister. He was strong and could go up
to the school when his father no longer needed him to help, but Feieli
was too weak to make the trip often. He had a great desire to learn
and was never as happy as when he found he could be spared for the
day and could go to school. He v/ould have liked to go all the time.
And when he came home, Feieli had to hear all about everything that
he had learned. He told her not only all that he had learned, but
all his thoughts as well. Feieli loved Jos above everything and
when he began talking, she looked up at him with her big eyes and
lost no word. Her close attention encouraged him.
He liked this part of the day best of all. "Look at the water,
Feieli, how it comes rushing along and sprays over the stones. Do
you think it alv/ays does that? Well, it does not. Far below, farther
than you have ever been, it empties into another body of water, and
then into another and so on until it reaches the sea. This sea is so
wide and deep that a big ship can float along on it all alone without
a rudder. I knov^ how that happens, too. Someone invented a machine
which runs the boat from the inside. VJiat I still want to Imov/ is how
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it works* I can make "boats of wood that float away on the IVetterbach,
but they would not move along on a quiet stream. I should like to
know hov; to make a boat move along there and then me.ke one.”
"I'.ho can do that?" she asked.
""Who thinks of all those things first, I do not knovj-, "he said,
"but later the machinists in the big factories make the machines.”
"Could you not be a machinist?” she asked quickly, and looked
very happy.
"That is exactly what I am thinking about day and night. And you
know, Tirhenever I have a minute's time, I am working right along on a
ship engine. See." And with that he pulled a piece of lead out of
his pocket on which two wire v/heels vrere nailed, one on either side.
"See, that goes into the ship and the wheels on the side. Then it
has to go."
She looked at it awestruck. "0, Jos, what could we do so you
could be a machinist? But then you would certainly have to leave,
and I could hardly bear that."
He cried, "Ho, no, you must not think of that part. I will tell
you what I also have in mind. Y/hen I am a machinist, I can earn a
lot, and then you will always be vdth me. YIe shall live happily to-
gether, and you mil not have to do any more hard work nor gather
any more wood. Then vdien I have finished a ship we shall sail
around on a vdde smooth sea^not like the Wetterbach. Then we shall
have it nice and you will not have to cough and freeze and look
after those two naughty boys. I will fix it so it vn.ll be fine for
you. But what is the matter? Are you cold, Feieli?" She had
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already shivered a few times but she had been so interested in 7/hat
Jos was saying that she had not noticed anything else. But nov; she
felt cold.
”Yes, it is cold and late, too. See, it is getting dark already,”
she said.
He, too, had forgotten everything else in his plans. He sprang
up and ran back to get his bundle of sticks. He put it on his back
and wanted to run away at once. But Feieli, did not follow. She
panted imder her load and coughed wdthout stopping.
"Leave everything, Feieli. I can still take it," he called.
"Come, you must not cough like that.”
Feieli followed sloTrly. She could not keep up with the running
Jos. "When he reached the house he ran back. Their mother Tra.s
standing in the open doommy. She was cooking the potatoes for
supper
.
"Come, come", she called. "Come Feieli, hurry a little faster.
VThere did you stay so long? TThy is he running away again? He always
has something in his head. Come quickly. See that the boys do not
get into mischief. The potatoes will soon be ready, and father vri.ll
come. Rvin, Feieli, set the table. IMke the boys be quiet. Do you
hear hcnfr they are acting?"
Feieli was still standing. She would gladly have explained to
her mother why Jos had run back, and that he was not planning anything
naughty. But she could not get to it. It was always like that vriLth
mother. The good I^artha had much v/ork to do, and she did still more
because she believed that one must do some work with the hands the
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very first thing in the morning and the very last thing at night.
Else time vfas lost*
The father came and Jos. Feieli gave the tvjo boys their
spoons* ISartha put the potatoes on the table, and the family sat
doTiVn to eat their supper* Only Feieli did not seem to be hungry*
She put her spoon into the dish of clabbered milk out of vdiich all
were eating and looked at the little boys, wondering how they could
eat so much. Vifhen they had finished the mother said hurriedly,
’’Take them^Feieli^ so we can get through.” Feieli started up vidth
them, to their little chimney bedroom* It was not so easy to get
them up the first stair until Jos pushed them and helped her in that
way* rjhen she had put them to bed she went to her own little room,
and as she lay on her little bed waiting for sleep to come she kept
thinking of some way to help Jos be a machinist*
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CHAPTER II
Just as Jos vra,nted to make a boat from every piece of wood be-
cause he lived beside the Wetterbach, so his two little brothers,
the four^year-old Bartli and the five-year-old Toffeli were using all
their energy to get down to the shore. If they had once reached it,
they would certainly have fallen in and been carried away down the
stream and lost. Hear the house stood a fir tree w'^hich was so strong
and grew so firmly on the cliff that it could stand much pulling.
To this Martha tied the little boys, each by his leg, and in that way
they could be out of doors and yet she need not worry about them.
They could walk about and go toward the water, but they could not
reach it. Usually they set up a terrible cry at first. But this
brought no one, since the Y/etterbach could make so much more noise
that no one heard them. They pulled and they kicked. And when they
found all that did no good they became quiet and began to play. On
rainy days, however, Feieli had to look after them indoors. That was
hard, for one of them was running out of doors every second and Feieli
had to run after him and bring him back. At times they pulled so
hard against her that she could not move them. Then Jos usually come
to help, and when they saw him coming they stopped and came along
quietly.
The morning after Jos had told Feieli of his plans vms a clear
one and Martha had tied the little boys to the big tree quite early
and had started to wash the windows with Feieli' s help. She looked
up to see Mother Silvia coming dovm the path to her cottage.
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"I wish you good-day, Martha, if you have time for it. Do you
realize this is Svinday?" asked Mother Silvia. ”I mean, you might
think about that a while and leave your work a bit.”
”0f course I have time to say good-day. Mother Silvia, and may
God thank you,” said Martha. ”Do not be cross with me, though.
You knoviT how much we have to do here during the vreek from early
morning till late at night. It keeps me busy giving each something to
wear and to eat. The cleaning I have to do Sundays, so hov; can I go
to church?
"
"I do not want to say anything about church novr. It is hard for
me to get there, too,” ansvrered Mother Silvia. ”But you could make
Sunday different and ask God for the strength for the coming week,
and thank him for what he let you have, could you not? You are a
good woman, Martha, but there is something the matter and that is "why
you cannot rest. You must pray as v^ell as work. If you would pray
it would bring a blessing on your work and res-^ and peace on the
holiday.”
”I do not believe God will blame me if I do what I can.
knov^s well enough how hard I have to work,” replied liartha.
”But Martha, you must not take it like i-hat, as if prayer were
just some more work for you,” Mother Silvia said quietly. ”We should
be thankful that we may pray to our Lord and ask him for help to bear
our hard life. Does it not help you to know that vdiere no human being
can help you, the Father in Heaven can? The hour may come when you
will know vdiat it is to call upon him. Y/ork is not the hardest thing
in the world to bear. Y/hat is the matter with Feieli? ” she stopped.
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looking at the child as she sat there leaning against the window,
very pale.
’’Are you not all right?" asked the mother, "I did not know
before that there was anything the matter with you. I am so busy.
Play vdth the boys a bit. Then they will be more satisfied, too."
Feieli wanted to go at once, but Mother Silvia said, "They
are sitting there quietly. Let her have a bit of Sunday. Let her
go with me. The morning sun will do her good. I want to go up
farther where I can hear the church bells. It brings Lunday to my
heart."
Martha was willing, but Mother Silvia said, "Not like that,
Feieli. Not like that. Put on your Sunday coat. Make this day
different from every day. It brings Sunday to your heart."
Feieli was very happy. She wa.nted to have Sunday for once and
dress in her best clothes. But she waited to hear what her Mother
vrould say.
"Yes, go on if Mother Silvia wishes it," she said. As Feieli
ran away she added, "V»hy do you think about that? No one mil see
you."
"I do not do that because of the people. But Sunday is a
holiday and that which may have been soiled during the v;eek does
not belong to a holiday. The outer dress sometimes affects the
inside. Yihen I put on my clean apron Sunday mornings I think at
once, are you as spotless inside as out? and I begin to suit my
thoughts to my dress.
"Listen, Mother," Martha said hurriedly, "I have not enough time
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noY7 to think about all that* You may be right, but you must remember
all that I have to do*"
"Ivlay God protect you, Martha* If I can ever help you in anything
then call me," and she and Feieli started off up the path.
For a while the tvro went silently, then Mother Silvia locked at
the child saying, "Feieli what are you thinking about as vie are
v/a Iking along?"
"I think about the same thing all day and all night," said the
chi Id
.
"Is that so, and what is it?" asked Mother Silvia.
_
"I am thinking about what I could do so Jos could be a machinist,
ansY^ered Feieli*
Mother Silvia was much surprised at first. Then she asked Feieli
to tell her all about it, and Feieli told her all that Jos had said,
adding, "Do you think he could be one?"
Mother Silvia did not answer at once* She said one must first
know what father and mother thought about it* The child told her
that they had not as yet had a chance to ask them* Mother was alYvays
busy and father v/as tired, and that Jos had v/anted to talk to Mother
Silvia about it* THien Mother Silvia told her that they must first
find out how father and mother felt before they even thought any
more about it Feieli cried, "But, Mother Silvia, do you think Jos
could be a machinist?"
Yflien Mother Silvia sav; hoY/ very much Feieli wanted it to be so
she said, "You see, Feieli, if that is a good thing for Jos then God
can help him. But we cannot knov/ that, and above all the boy must
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talk to father and mother. Uow let us be quiet and listen to the
bells,” and they stood there listening. Mother Silvia with hands
folded, till the last note died away. Wot until then did she speak.
”Let us go back, Feieli.”
As they -were v/alking along she asked, "Have you ever thought,
Feieli, how nice it must be when v-re go into the quiet Sunday of
eternity? Let us think about that a while. I know a verse about
a little ship, that goes like this.
Must yet my little boat go sinking
Into the great floods so dark?
From afar I see the blinking
Of sunny sparkling water clear,
I know that now the way is near
To the still eternity.”
Feieli learned the verse and by that time they were back home.
Jos was waiting for her and ran to meet her. He pulled her behind
the blackberry bushes and shovred her his engine, for he had found
something nev/. Feieli sat very close to him and looked on with
surprise. Jos told her that a v/ooden box had to be fastened into the
boat. The engine v/ould be put in that. Then if he could find out
where the steam went in, the boat would go even against the
Wetterbach. But that was not really v/hat he was thinking most about,
and he told her his plan for making ship engines that would go all by
themselves. Feieli was very much interested and said, "Come, ]et
us ask father and mother. Mother Silvia said God could help you but
you had to do that first.”
Jos got up, he took Feieli’ s hand and together they went into
the cottage
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CHAPTER III
Their mother had Just put the milk on the table and laid down
the loaf of black bread, for Simdays they had a little bread, too,
as well as potatoes. As she saw the children she called, "Come,
Feieli, run a little faster, untie the boys and bring them in to
eat. Jos, you get father."
The two hurried to do as they were told but Jos looked around
Just in time to see the two little boys pulling Feieli dov/n. He
rushed back saying, "You tvro, stop that. You alv/ays do that to
Feieli. If you do that again I will pull dovm the highest limb of
the tree and tie you to it. Do you hear?" This frightened them and
they went on quietly.
Yihen they had finished their supper Jos and Feieli looked at
one another. They did not know hov/ to begin. Finally as the father
was leaving Feieli, said, "Father, we \TOnt to ask you something."
Both parents looked surprised at the tone in her voice. Then Jos
told them how much he wanted to be a machinist.
Martha had heard enough. "My, my I Y/here did you get such
ideas? That is all that is needed, for you to get such ideas into
you head. How did you ever think of that? I thought something like
that would happen when you always worked avmy on every piece of v/ood
you sav;.
"
"Let us not scold him about that novj-," said the father. "I
had such an idea myself once and cut wheels out of every piece of
wood, but I got over it. He vdll, too."
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"No, fat'ner," said Jos. "That idee vdll never leave me. you
mean that I could never learn that, never as long as I live?"
"Yes, that's just -what I mean," answered the father. "It takes
money to leam that, more for a single year than I earn in a single
year. Do not think about it any more. That is best." V/ith that he
left. Jos, too, went out for he had to be by himself. The tvro little
boys had fallen asleep and Feieli, sobbing softly began taking them
up the stairs to bed. Then she, too, went to bed and cried and thought
all night long of something to do.
The next morning when she saw how sad Jos v.^as she said, "Do
not be so sad. I thought of something during the night. liaybe I can
still help you. You must not think all is over nov;. I loiow I can
help you, Jos."
Tovmrds evening she asked if she might go to Mother Silvia's and
her mother let her. Mother Silvia sat at her spinning Ydieel and spoke
to Feieli in a very friendly way, for she saviT hov/ pale she looked.
Feieli asked if she would do her a big favor.
"And what is it?" asked Mother Silvia.
"I should like to learn to spin and then vdien I have spun a lot
as you do, I shall take it over the hill and sell it. In that way
I could earn enough so Jos could be a machinist."
Mother Silvia could see how interested she v/as for her cheeks
vrere quite red. She said, "Yes it is all right that you should want
to help Jos, but where would you get the flax v/hen you did leam how
to spin?"
Timidly Feieli asked, "Where do you get it. Mother Silvia?"
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Mother Silvia smiled* "I could tell you that, but it would not
help you." Then she looked thoughtful. "Well, yes, I will tell you.
It might be worth while. You can see from that how God helps us and
finds a way when vre can find no way out."
And Mother Silvia told her the story about her ovm boy Dietli.
He was her only child and they had been so happy together. Then one
day Dietli told her that he wanted to marry Lisa who ovjned land in
the valley on the other side of the mountain, if his mother was
willing. She gave him her blessing and he T;ent to live on Lisa’s
farm. In the beginning he visited her Sundays, but that soon stopped,
and soon she did not see him any more. Then there vrere a couple of
hard years and she saw nothing ahead of her but to beg in her old age.
But she prayed.
At once her Dietli came running to her sobbing that he had lost
his ov/n little boy, his little Dietli. She talked to him telling him
God knew best j and he told her hov; sorry he -vtos that he and Lisa had
not seen her oftener. Then he told her that Lisa had said Mother
Silvia -was to have the flax from the small field at the foot of the
mountain for her very ovm. and that the men were to get it ready for
her rdien she needed it. And Dietli came to see her oftener, too.
That is how God helped her when she needed it.
YDien she had finished Feieli said, "God cannot send me the flax
in that way, but maybe he vri-ll find another," and she vant back home
believing that even if she could not help Jos by spinning there would
be another vay
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CHAPTER IV
It was grov.'ing colder and the days were grovring shorter. It
was getting harder for Feieli to go up the steep mountain after
wood and she went to school but once. The two little boys seemed to
grovj- more naughty every day ard Feieli did not know what to do vdth
them in the house all day. She became very very tired. There was
always one time of day, however, to which she looked forward. That
was the evening after supper v/hen she and Jos could talk over his
plans. And then Feieli always told him that God would find a way if
they would only wait. Thus the winter went on.
Spring cane at last. Feieli could not help her mother very much
and she now spent most of her time sitting on the bench out of doors.
Her mother thought she would get back her strength if she sat there
in the sun, and she could watch the little boys there also. She liked
it here. She liked to feel the spray of the water on her face because
it 7ms so cool. She always felt so hot and thirsty, and neither crater
nor milk made her feel better. She 7ms looking forvmrd to the time
when the sour apples were again ready to be eaten. One morning as she
sat there Mother Silvia came up and sat down beside her saying, "Feieli,
what do you think about as you sit here looking at the vmter?"
The child looked up at Mother Silvia and told her that she had
been thinking about the dark wraters 7;hich one must cross before one
can see the clear water on the other side. Then Motlier Silvia told
r
her about how Jesus had come to earth to help us all, and that he
died for us. She told the child that he knew all and would help us
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•when it came time to cross. It -would be just like that little boat
at the bottom of the Wetterbach which helps people across when
there is no other v.’ay. Feieli felt better and said, "0, that is
good."
It happened that just then people came dovm from the mountain
side on their v/ay to the cave. There T«rere some boys and girls and
a T-roman, who seemed to be their mother. They talked to Jos and he
ran into the house. Then the mother came and sat dov/n beside Feieli
and looked at her closely. She asked her if something v.'as the
matter and Feieli told her that there was not, but that she -was just
sitting in the sun to get back her strength. ?flien Jos came out he
told them his mother said he might show them the way to the cave and
they started.
The woman asked Jos all about Feieli and he told her ho^v very
thirsty Feieli al-ways was and how nothing seemed to make it better.
lYhen they reached the cave, Jos started to run back at once but
the T/oman called, 'HVait, boy, wait. You have earned something for
yourself," and she gave him some money, "And here is something for
your sick little sister," giving him a large jar of blackberries.
"Is this for her thirst?" he asked and when he wf s told that it was,
he thanked her and ran home as fast as he could.
Feieli vreis still sitting there. He put dorm the jar saying,
"For you to drink. It -will help your thirst," and rushed into the
house. He came back almost at once -with a big spoon, dipped it into
the jar and drew it forth heaped -with the dark red juicy fruit. He
gave it to her and happily -watched her eat it. "is it good, Feieli?"
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he asked.
"0, it is the best I have ever had in all my life. It makes me
feel so cool and good. I do not even feel thirsty any more.*' Her
cheeks -were very rosy.
"That will certainly make you v;ell," said Jos. "Come, take a
little more. It is all yours, the whole big jar is yours. Come, take
this one and one more."
Feieli took that one and one more. She could not believe that
the vjhole big jar was hers. "You take one, Jos, try it and see hov/
good it is." Hut no money on earth could make him take it.
"No," he said, "that vri.ll be just enough for you till the
strawberries are ripe. And then there will be the sour apples." And
he tied the paper on the jar carefully.
"You must go in now," she said. "Everything will be cold and it
is all on account of me. TJatch for the people to come bpck this
evening and thank the lady. Tell her she has given me the very best
thing there is."
Jos ate his supper happily. He could alv^ays see Feieli ’s face
in front of him^ and his mother had praised him for the money because
she said^ he must have been very polite or the Ipdy would not have
given him so much.
But after supper, no matter hov/ hard he tried he could not find
the good woman to give her Feieli’ s thanks. Feieli was very sorry for
this and asked Jos over and over again to promise her that he would
surely remember her thanks if he should ever again see these people
on the mountain.
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CHAPTER V
The last days of April had cone. Tv/o days were never the sane.
If it rained to-day, the sun shone tomorr-ow, and if the sun shone
to-day, it v/ould he sure to rain tomorrovf, Feieli was very happy on
one of the svinny days. Vdien Jos asked her why she v^as so happy she
told him that she had foimd a way to help him if she could only see
Mother Silvia. He told her to sit there quietly while he ran over
to ask Mother Silvia to come. As soon as Mother Silvia came and
Saw the joy in her face she asked," TThat good news have you to-day,
Feieli? You look so happy."
"How I know hoT^ I can help Jos," she answered with bright eyes.
"But there is still something I would like to ask you." As 'Mother
Silvia sat down beside her she began, "Mother Silvia, vdien one has
gone to Heaven, can one still look dovm and know what is going on
and happening to those at home who did not come along?"
Mother Silvia did not answer at once. Then she asked. "How
do you happen to ask that, Feieli? Has that something to do with
the v/ay you v/ant to help Jos?"
"Yes, it has," answered Feieli. "I want to tell you everything.
I am getting very weak, Mother Silvia. I can hardly v/alk from here
to the door. Soon I will be so v/eak that I can not even do that and
then I shall die. "iThen I get over there I shall be with God, and I
can tell him all about everything and beg him to help Jos. But I
would like to see how happy Jos is, too. Do you think I can?"
Mother Silvia took the child's hand saying, "Feieli, it makes
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me very happy to knov: that you are happy to leave and go to God v/ho
is calling you. Even if you cannot look dovai, I shall soon be
coming, too, and I can tell you how happy Jos is."
Feieli had not thought of that and her eyes grev; brighter.
Then Mother Silvia left saying, "God protect you, Feieli, till we
meet again."
That night a storm broke, such a one as they had not had for a
long time. The rain and hail poured down, trees broke and fell
together in the forest, and the Vietterbach rose higher and higher,
roaring as it beat against the cliffs. It kept it up during the
next day but Jos and his father had to go out. The logs vrere caught
everyvdiere and there was much work to do. Feieli had not felt as
well as usual and had stayed in bed. Her mother had told her she
had better stay there until the sun came out again^ and Feieli was
glad to do so. "0, Feieli, vJiat terrible weather this is," said
her mother once. "I do not see how^ I can be everywiaere . The boys
do not want to be alone, and I always have to look out of doors to
see whether I can see anything of your father and Jos. I cannot
leave you alone either. You must be afraid, too."
"No, mother," answered Feieli. "Just let me alone, I am not
afraid. I can think such nice thoughts," and she closed her eyes.
Her mother thought she just vmnted to sleep a bit and left her.
And so it went on all day. Tov/ards evening when Jos came in
vrith his father and asked hov; Feieli was^ Martha again went up to
her. Feieli lay there just as she had left her, but so very very
white. Martha bent over her to see if she T/ere still breathing.
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But Feieli had gone to be with God. The mother broke dov-n and v/ept
and when Jos heard her he came into the room quickly. "What is
the matter? vYhat is the matter vdth Feieli?" he wanted to knov/.
Just then Mother Silvia came into the room. Laying her hand on
Jos’ shoulder as he knelt besides Feieli’ s bed she said. "Look at
her. See how still and peacefiil she looks. Do you knov/ where she is
nov/? She is with God begging for you. That was her last joy that
she might beg for you." She left the room and vrent dovmstairs and
to her home.
A few days later Jos had to go to the village in the valley on
the other side of the mountain. He was very sad and often threvf
himself on the grovind to weep. Then he jumped up and ran on again.
Suddenly he smelled floorers in the air. When he looked up he saw
a hedge of acacia, and above^ the birds were chirping and flying
against the blue sl<y. He stood and stared for a fev^ minutes, and
then he could not look at the wonder any longer. He again threw
himself on the ground and sobbed aloud.
A woman was behind the hedge v/orking in her garden. She heard
him and quickly came around out of her garden to him. "Tihat is
happening, boy? V»Tiat is the matter with you?" she asked in a
friendly voice.
Jos stared at her. He knew her at once and sobbed, "Feieli
wants me to thank you a thousand times for the blackberries."
The good woman looked. She, too, knew who he w^s, and she
could guess at the cause of his weeping. She made him come inside
with her and tell her all about it. As her kind eyes rested on him.
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he told her all about Feieli. He told her about his life, and about
his plans and hopes -which he and Feieli had shared together. He
also told her about how good the berries had been and hoiv much Feieli
had wanted to thank her for them. And then he told her hov/ Feieli
had just quietly gone to sleep.
The woman said then that she had thought when she saw Feieli,
"YJhat can lie ahead of that poor child in life? She vidll only know
trouble and v;orry. And now," she vrent on, "God has taken all
suffering from her and has taken her there where only happiness and
joy -will be hers. You must think, about that, hovf fine it is for
her up there. She has it much better up there than she would ever
have it on earth." Jos felt better and went on his way.
A few days later Martha had a caller at the cottage. Jos*
friend -was there^ and she was talking to his father and mother. "If
it is all right -with you and your -wife, I should like to send your
Jos into the city to leani the trade in a big factory that I knovir
about. He can then be a machinist. You -will not have to vrorry
about the cost. Some friends of mine in the city have been
interesting themselves in Jos^ and they will take care of that. He
•\vill learn the trade from the ground up and that -will make you and
him both happy."
They -were all quite surprised. Suddenly Jos said, "That is
coming from Feieli. Feieli is doing that,"
The good woman left the cottage emid a thousand different kinds
of thanks. Jos said nothing, but his eyes as he took her hand told
her more than v/ords could ever have done.
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There was peace in the cottage. Martha was hegiruiing to think
of something besides work. Each night before she put the boys to
bed, she took time to pray vdth them for a moment. And as for Jos,
his master could not tell the good woman enough about ho\7 well Jos
did his work and how vri.lling he was to do it. And vdien his
companions called to him to go out v/ith them Sundays on some picnic
saying, "You do not always have to go to church," he said nothing
but went quietly on his way.
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COMPLETE VOCABULARY IN STORY OF "JOS"
a amid
about among
above an
acacia another
accoTont answer
act ant
add anymore
afar anything
affect apple
afraid April
after apron
again are
against around
age as
ahead ask
air asleep
all at
alone attention
along away
aloud
also back
already Bartli
a Iways be
am bear
beat blsme
became blessing
because blink
bed blue
bedroom boat
been body
before both
beg bottom
began boulder
beginning boy
behind bread
believe breathe
belong bright
below bring
bench broad
bent broke
besides brook
best brother
better brought
big bruise
bird bundle
bit bush
black busy
blackberry but
"by
call
came
can
cannot
const
care
careful
carry
caught
cause
cave
certainly
chance
cheek
cheerless
child
children
chimney
chirp
church
city
clahber
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clean did eat fast for
clear die either fasten forest
cliff Dietli e leven father forget
close different else favor forgotten
clothes dip empty feel forth
coat direct encourage Feieli found
cold dish end fell four
corae do energy felt fc^jard
companion does engine few freeze
cook done enough field friendly
cool door eternity finally frighten
cost doorvjay evening find from
cough down ever fine fruit
could dovmstairs every finish
couple dreary everything fire garden
course dress everj^.ere fina gather
cross drew explain first gave
cry drift eyes five generally
cut drink fix get
during face flax girl
dangerous factory float give
dark each fall flood glacier
day early family flower glad
deep earn far fly go
delicate easy far.M fold God
desire earth farther follow goes
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good he Ip
gone her
got here
gray Heaven
great high
grew hill
ground him
grown himself
his
had holiday
hail home
hand hook
happen hope
happily hot
happiness hour
happy house
hard how
hast however
have howl
he hiiman
head hungry
heap hurried
hear hurry
heard
heart I
hedge idea
if laid
in land
indoors large
inside last
interest late
into lead
invent leadeth
is lean
it learn
least
jar leave
Jesus left
Jos leg
journey let
joy lie
jump life
just like
limb
keep Lisa
kept listen
kick little
kind live
knelt load
know loaf
log
lady long
look
Lord
let
love
machine
machinist
made
make
man
marry
Iitartha
matter
may
maybe
me
mean
meet
men
might
milk
mind
mine
minute
mischief
moment
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money nothing peaceful ran same
more notice people raw sat
morning now person reach satisfy
most picnic ready saw
mother 0 piece realize say
mountain of pile really scold
move off plan receive school
much often play red sea
must old pocket remember second
my on point reply see
myself once polite rest seem
one poor return seldom
nail only potato right sell
naughty open pour ripe send
near opposite praise rise set
need our pray roar shall
needle out promise rock share
neither over protect room she
never push rose ship
new pale put rosy shiver
next pant rudder shone
nice paper quick run shook
night parents quiet shore
noise part quite sad shou Id
nor path said shoulder
note peace rain sail show
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sick soon stop that till
side sorry storm the time
silent sour story Thee timid
Silvia spare straight then tiny
simply sparkling strawberry their tired
since speak stream then to
single spent strength themselves today
sink spin strong there Toffeli •
sister spoon stuck these tomorrow-
sit spotless sudden they told
sky sprang suffer thing tone
sleep spray summer think too
slow spring s\m thirsty took
small spun Sunday this top
smell stair sunny those trade
smile stand sure Thou tree
smooth stare though tried
so start table thousand trouble
sot stay take thought try
soft steady talk thoughtful -tivice
soiled steam tell thread tvdg
sold steep ten threw two
solid stick terrible through
some still than thus under
something stone thank Thy untie
sometimes stood thankful tied until
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up weep •wish
US well with
using went •without
usual wept woman
•were wonder
valley- wet wood
verse Tfetterbach TiTord
very what work
village wheel world
visit when worry
voice whenever worthvfhile
where
•vrail whether year
•walk which yes
vrant white yet
was who you
wash whole young
watch why your
water •wide yourself
Tjaterfall wife
we '.^rild
•weak will
wear wind
weather •window
weed •winter
week wire
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VOCABULARY USED IN STORY OF "JOS" NOT LISTED BY GATES
kneltacacia
afar
affect
amid
Bartli
blackberry
blame
bless
blink
boulder
breathe
broad
bruise
bund le
canst
chance
cheek
chirp
clabber
cliff
companion
couple
dangerous
delicate
desire
Dietli
dip
direct
dreary
drift
earn
else
empty
encourage
energy
enquire
eternity
explain
farther
favor
Feieli
finally
firm
flax
float
flood
forth
forward
freeze
glacier
hail
happine s s
hast
heap
hedge
Heaven
holiday
hook
hour
human
idea
indoors
invent
Jos
leadeth
limb
Lisa
Lord
machine
machinist
marry
Martha
mischief
nail
needle
neither
notice
opposite
pale
pant
parents
path
peace
peaceful
pile
pour
praise
pray
raw
realize
reply
return
roar
rudder
satisfy
scold
seldom
share
shiver
shone
shook
shore
shoulder
silent
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Silvia tone
simple trade
single
sob untie
soil
solid valley
sour verse
spare village
sparkling
spray wail
stare waterfall
steady weep
steam wire
storm vrorry
stravfberry
strength
suffer
Thee
Thou
thread
thus
Thy
tied
timid
Toffeli
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TONI
chapter I
THE STOI® HUT
Away up in the Berne Alps beyond the village of Kandergrund stands
a little cottage, shaded by an old fir tree. Here the brook Y/ildbach
had piled the stones high which it carried doYm from the mountain
top in the heavy rains and storms. Because the cottage v/as placed
almost up against the pile of stones, it vms called the stone hut.
Here lived Elsbeth and her son Toni, The cottage was small but
very neat as Elsbeth vms very proud of her little hone. Since the
death of her good man, times had been hard for her. She had nothing but
her goat and a little potato field behind her cottage and from these
she must feed and clothe Toni and pay the taxes on her home. But Yirhen
her troubles seemed more than she could bear, she found help in her song.
0 dear God, 0 Father love.
My hope in all these years.
Hast Thou now left me here alone
To bear these pains and fears I
0 God, for how much longer now
Wilt Thou forget me here
Hov; much longer must I vreep
And eat my bread in tears.
0 God help me to bear
Vdiatever Thou mayst send.
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Evenings v/hen she had put Toni into his little hed, she sang him
her song. By and by, as Toni grev; older, he would fold his hands
like his mother's and sing^and weep quietly vdth her.
Thus the days and years passed, Elsbeth worked hard and with the
little help she at times got from the dairy farmer for whom her good
man had worked, she made a living for herself and Toni, He could help
her in many things. He was her only joy and well she might be happy
because of him. He would not leave her side for a moment. Had she
not told him he must watch over her? T/Then she xvorked in her little
field, he was beside her, pulling weeds or picking up the stones and
throwing them out. If she took the goat out of its stall so it could
eat the grass around the cottage, then he went with her, step by
step. If she sat at her spinning wheel in the vanter, he sat beside
her braiding his vdnter shoes out of pieces of cloth. All he wanted
was to see his mother happy. His greatest joy came Sundays when
they sat out on the little vrooden bench and his mother told him about
his father, what a brave and strong man he had been.
The time came when Toni must go to school down in Kandergrund.
It was far and it took him a long tine to go down and back. So he
had very little time to be with his mother during the day, and he
could talk with her only a little while evenings. Therefore^ he
always came home so quickly that she could not see how he did it, but
he thought all the day long of the evening vdien he should be at home
with his mother. Ydien school, was over he left at once, running as
fast as he could. He had been with his mother so miich that he did
not Icnow what to do v;hen he was "vri-th other boys any;vay. He could not
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see vdiy they should shout so loud when they left the school room, or
run after one another, or try to find out irdiich was the stronger, or
push one another on the floor* They often called to him, '’Come and
play with us*’, and ^vhen he ran away, "You are afraid". But it did
not matter to him. He did not hear it long for he was running home
as fast as he could get there to be with his mother.
One day he foxuid something new in school. He had seen some
of the children in the upper grades drawing something on their
slates, so he tried to draw the same things with his pencil. At
home he tried over and over to draw them as long as he had a piece
of paper left. Then he tried to cut them out and make them stand
alone. T/hen they v.'^ould not, he decided to draw them on wood and
then cut them out with his knife. That was fun. First he did not
leave enough wood for the head so he had to try over and over again.
He soon learned to plan how much he w'ould need for the legs, body,
end head, and at last he carved anything he saw about him. That
is the way he spent his time, and he never grew tired of it. One
day Elsbeth said^ "You vd.ll surely be a wood carver ?Jid a good
one." From that time on he looked at every piece of v^ood to see if
it would be good for carving, and oftentim.es he had every pocket
filled with such bits as he thought he might use. So the years
passed and even if Elsbeth had to work hard she still found great
happiness vd.th her boy.
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CHAPTER II
A HiHH) TASK
Toni was now tv/elve years old. The time had come vdien he must
leave school and go to vrork, for that was the custom. It had to
be vfork, too, that would give him some money to help take care of
him. Elsbeth remembered the promise of the dairy farmer to think of
Toni when he grew up. Every time she talked to Toni about it he
said, ”0 mother, please do not talk to him. Let me be a carver”.
She wanted him to be a carver but she did not see hovi it could
be done. She knew no one wiio could tell her what to do or how to
go about it. And she did know the dairy farmer. She hoped he might
have v/ork Toni could do, easy work for which he was strong enough.
So she said again, ”Toni, v^e have to make a change. I think it
would be better if I went up to see the dairy farmer.”
”0, mother, please, do not do that”, Toni begged. ”Do not go
to the farmer. Just let me be a wood carver. I will work so hard
to earn enough so you v;on’t have to work so hard. Then I can stay
at home vri.th you. Othervase you would have to be alone. I could
not stand it either if I alwnys had to be avmy. Let me stay Y/ith
you. Do not send me away.”
^
"You dear child”, said his mother. "Tihat v;ould I not give if
I could alwrays keep you Tri.th me. But it can not be so. I know no
way for you to be a carver. Some one would have to teach you. And
even if you did know hov^, how could vre sell the things? One has to
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know people and get around to see people or there will be nothing
earned. If I could only talk vd.th some one vdio could tell me what
to doJ"
"Do you not knovj anyone, mother, whom we could ask?" Toni said
eagerly, and he thought long himself to see if he could think of
some one.
"I believe I shall go to the minister of our church. He mil
tell me vjhat to do", she said, happy that she had found a vjay out.
Thus they decided at once that in the morning they v^ould go to
church. After church the mother would go to the minister and Toni
would wait for her out-of-doors. "Pnaen the morning arrived they did
as planned. They went to church and then his mother went to see
the minister. She had put several of Toni’s carved pieces in her
pocket. The minister asked her to sit down, and talked to her
kindly, and asked how' she vc-as. He kneT/ how good she had alv/ays
been and hov;^ hard she had worked. She told him the whole story, hov;-
much Toni wanted to be a carver, how he had carved things since he
was a very little boy, but that she did not loiow how to go about it
to help him. Then she showed him some of Toni’s work.
The minister admired Toni’s pieces. He said they were very
good, but even if they were well done Toni could not sell them. He
would have to make much bigger things, several things together. To
do that some one v;ould have to teach him. He knew of a man in the
village Frutigen below. There was a v/ood carver there v/ho could do
this. He carved whole groups and that is what Toni 7/ould have to do
if he T^anted to earn his living doing such work. And if this carver
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taught Toni he would also help him sell the things he had made, for
he knev/ people who wanted to buy them*
Elsbeth thanked the minister and left vd.th nev/ hope in her
heart* Toni was v/aiting outside and she quickly had to tell him all
about it* ”0, come, mother,” he said, "let us go at once."
His mother had not thought of that. She did not think they
ought to go just then, but Toni begged so hard that she finally said,
"We must go home first and get something to eat. It is far down
there and we are hungry* Vie can eat and then leave at once." So
they went home quickly, ate a little bread and milk and started again
on their way. Soon they vrere at the carver's house.
He v^as sitting outside at a table with his v/ife looking at a
book of animal dravdngs. He was glad to see Elsbeth and Toni and
asked them to come in* Elsbeth began at once to tell him v/hy they
had come. All the time that they were talking Toni stood looking
at one thing* In front of him against the wall there stood a glass
case* Inside of this there 7/ere vrood carvings, tv:o high cliffs.
On one vms a chamois^ a mountain goat, with her young* They had such
beautiful slender legs and their heads were placed so nicely on their
shoulders that it seemed as if all were moving and not made of wood
at all. On the other cliff there was a hunter, his gun was hanging
at his side* His hat even had a feather in it and sat on his head
so vrell that it seemed as if it vrere a real hat and a real feather.
Beside the hunter stood the dog looking as if he certainly must be
wagging his tail.
7?hen the mother had finished, the carver said he was afraid that
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she thought such work just came of itself. That was not so. If
they were to do anything, to make anything worthwhile, it would take
time and hard work. But if the hoy thought he could do that he was
vdlling to teach him, because he seemed to like the vrork. She -would
have to pay for the training, of course, besides for his living in
Frutigen and she must know best v;-hether she could spend that much on
the boy or not. He vrould promise that Toni vrould learn something
worth while.
At first Elsbeth could not say a word. She had not thought of
the money. She knew now that her boy could never be a wood carver.
She did not have the money needed for the lessons. That was away
beyond anything she could pay. She thanked the carver and took
Toni by the hand and slowly left the room.
Outside Toni said, "Did you see it in the case? Mother, did
you see it?"
"Yes, yes, I saw it Toni," she ans-wered quietly, "but did you
hear what the carver said?"
"No, I did not hear. Viihen can I go?" he asked.
"0, Toni, it cannot be. Just do not take it so much to heart.
Do you not see, I cannot do it, and I should like to so much. But
altogether it would cost more than a year’s taxes and you know hov/
hard I have to v;ork to pay that each year."
It was hard for Toni to bear. All his hopes for many years
had gone. But he knev: hov/ hard his mother worked and how little joy
she had in life, and that she v/ould have given him this happiness if
she could have done so
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CIl/^PTER III
UP IN THE MOUNTAINS
The next morning the dairy farmer sent word dovm to Elsbeth that
he should like to talk with her in the evening* She put dorai her hoe
a hit early and went to see him*
"I am glad you came," he said* "I have been thinking about you
because of the boy* He is nov/ old enough to do a little light work
so he can help you, so he can take care of himself anyway."
"Yes, I have thought of that," answered Elsbeth, "and I have
wanted to ask you whether you have some light v/ork he can do."
"That is good," said the dairy farmer. "I have a place for him*
He car take the coys's up on the little Alp. Senn is on the larger one
mth his boys, and a hired man is there, too. This hired man goes up
to the little Alp every morning and night to milk the coyys^ so the boy
is not all alone. He has nothing to do but to Yvatch the cows to
see that they do not run away, or that they do not hurt one another
ivith their horns* Besides, if he is alone up there, he is his OYm
master. He can have all the milk he wants. A king could not have
better.
"
Elsbeth was a bit worried at this. If Toni had been among hired
men more or vdth cattle, or if he hed been different by nature, it
would have been easier. But to go up there alone for so many months
the very first time he had been away from her Yms hard. She told the
farmer hoY; she felt but he told her Toni would have a horn Ydiich he
could blov/ if anything happened and in half an hour a man would be
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there* Besides it would be good for him*
Elsbeth thought that perhaps the farmer knew best and besides
she had no choice, so she planned that Toni was to begin next week
when the cows went up to the Alps* And Toni was to have some money
and a new suit of clothes vvhen he came back dovm. Then she went
home.
Toni did not, at first, want to go up for so long a time* But
his mother told him how easy the work was and that he might get better
work later* She told him that he was to get a piece of money and a
new suit of clothes at the end of the svanraer* Then the thought came
to Elsbeth that if Toni was gone all sTommer, she might go to Interlaken
and work in some hotel as maid* She had done that kind of work
before she had come to live here and she still knew how.
When the day arrived for the herd to go up the mountains, she
sent Toni away v/ith his bundle, saying, "Go novif, in God's name.
Do not forget to pray when the day begins and when it closes* Then
God vdll not forget you and His care is much better than the care of
other people."
As soon as Toni had gone, Elsbeth left her cottage* She took
the goat to the dairy farm for she had planned for that ivith the
farmer. Then she went on to her new work at Interlaken.
Toni and his herd and the hired man reached the top of the
mountain* He saw before him a little hut, with nothing but meadov/
around, not a tree or bush* Inside the hut a little bench was nailed
on one side of the v/all* A table stood in front of it* On the other
side T/as a bed of straw. In a corner there stood a little chair and
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on this, a wooden bowl. The hired man had taken a large loaf of
bread out of the big jar he carried. He laid it on the table and
poured some milk out of the wooden bowl. Then he TOnt out to milk.
Toni vrent, too. YnTien the cows ran here and there the hired man spoke
"Drive them this -imy". Otherwise he did not say a word except
"Good night" as he left and went dovm the mountain.
Toni was alone. He put his jug full of milk in the hut and
then came out again to look around. Across the way on the big Alps
he saw Sennas hut, but there was a deep ravine between them. On all
sides he saw the jagged peaks of other Alps. In the last glow of
sunset they looked like giants, each vdth his ov.n kind of face. There
was something friendly about them so that Toni rather liked it.
But v;hen the stars came out and he went into the hut, he could not
help thinking of his mother and %vondering what she was doing. At
last, crying softly he fell asleep on his bed of stray/.
The bright sunshine awoke him the next morning. The man yms
already there md Iking the covrs. It y/as a beautiful quiet day. A
very, very quiet day it y/as. The cows were eating the grass and
Toni had nothing to do btit to carve as much as he wanted to. Evening
came again. The man came to milk. He said not a y/ord, and y/as soon
again on his y/ay down the moimtain.
So one day passed like the other, each as long as the one before.
At dusk sometimes Toni felt a bit afraid. The moimtains looked so
black and ghostlike. Then he went into the hut quickly and went
to sleep.
Many such days had passed, the- one as bright and clear as the
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other. Then one afternoon a storm broke. Black clouds covered the
sky. Blinding lightning flashed. First he could see all the peaks
about him as on the brightest clear day, and then it was almost as
dark as night. After each lightning flash came thunder so loud that
Toni could hear it among the hills for a long time. At last night
came on. But still it stormed. Toni had gone into the hut long
ago, but he could not get aviray from it all. The flashes were so
bright that he could see them even with his head buried in his straw
bed. Nor could he shut out the sound of the thunder.
The next morning he went out. The mountains looked the same
as they had before on bright days^ and the cov;s were grazing.
Then there were many stormy days, one after another. The hired
man could not always come to milk when he wanted to. Everything
became soaked and dreary. The cows did not like the grass and they
gave little milk when the man came. Toni felt it, too. Finally,
one morning after a storm that had been worse than the rest, the man
came and found Toni huddled in a comer. The cov/s had scattered.
He asked^ **YiTiy do you not look after the co^vs?"
Toni gave no ansvfer.
"Can you talk? "What is the matter vath you?"
No answ'er.
Then he looked at the bread, milk and cheese to see if ‘-^'oni
was so hungry that he could not speak. But they were there. So he
left and told Senn.
Senn had boys of his oim and he understood them. He took the
eldest, a strong boy of sixteen,' and went over to Toni's hut to see
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•what he could do. They found Toni as the man had said, huddled in
a corner. Senn looked at him.
"He must he taken home. You take him at once. But be Yery
careful that nothing happens to him. Take him to the dairy farm"
said Senn to his oivn healthy boy.
The son took Toni tenderly on his strong young back down the
mountains to the dairy farmer, as his father had told him to do.
Rhen the farmer sav/ how ill Toni -was he kne-w he could not do enough
for him. He said, "Take him to the minister. He Tvlll knov^ what to
do." There the boy told the story again.
The minister tried in every -way to make Toni talk to him but he
would not. He thought at last of a friend of his, a doctor, -who
vfould know just -what to do to make Toni •'.veil. He said to Senn’
s
boy. "Go to the dairy farm. Tell the farmer to hitch up a horse
and wagon and send it to me. Toni must be taken to Berne to a
doctor. He is very ill. Be sure you tell all that to the farmer."
The wagon came. The minister had asked a friend of his in the
village to drive Toni to Berne and he -was there ready ivith the letter
that the minister had v/ritten to the doctor. When they had put Toni
very carefully into the -wagon, they started on their v/ay.
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CHAPTER IV
IN THE HOSPITAL
The doctor to whom the minister sent Toni took care of his
patients in his home* It was a small hospital.
It happened that at this time he v/as taking care of a woman
from Geneva vdio had just lost her only son. The boy was about Toni's
age. She lost all joy and interest in life and then she became ill.
Vdien Toni and the letter from the minister came, the doctor told this
woman and his ivife what his friend had -written. Both women -were in-
terested, and they wanted to see Toni and know how the doctor would
cure him. He ansv/ered, "If I can only find some one thing that
interests him more than anything else, something that he loved more
than anything else I"
The lady was very very sorry for Toni, He -was so much worse
off than she. In thinking about what she could do for him she forgot
her oivn trouble. "0, do help him, do help himl" she begged. "0,
if I could only do something for himl"
IVeeks passed, but Toni did not get better, "If I could only
get him to laugh or cry," said the doctor again. "I believe I
shall v.Tite to my friend the minister and ask him to send Toni's
mother to us."
This he did. It ivas now September. The people who had been
living at the hotel for the summer v/here Elsbeth v;as maid, had just
left. As soon as she could, she hurried home to her cottage, too,
hoping to have it all cleaned and ready by the time Toni came dovm
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from the mountain vd-th the cows* As soon as she reached home, she
went to the dairy farm to get her goat and ask about Toni, The
farmer -was very friendly until she asked about Toni, Then he told
her shortly that the minister wanted to see her.
She thought this strange but she vrent quickly. The minister
was very kind. He told her that Toni had not found it pleasant on
the mountain. He vms not as vrell as he should be. It had seemed
best to send him to a good doctor Ydiere he could get the best of care.
She ivas frightened and wanted to go to Toni at once. The minister
told her, however, that she had better wait until she could ask the
doctor whether she might come. She ’.vent home with a heavy heart,
placing all her trust and hope in God that all might go vrell with
her Toni,
So it happened that when the doctor's letter reached the
minister, Elsbeth had returned to her cottage. Y/hen this word reached
her, she prepared to leave the very next day. She reached Berne at
noon and went at once to the hospital. There the lady from Geneva met
her at the door, and took her to the doctor. He led her to Toni.
But Toni did not know her either and said nothing, "Toni, Toni," she
cried tenderly, "do you not know me? Do you not know your mother?"
But Toni stood as always, looking in front of him and made no move
to go to her. "Toni, Toni, look at me. Just say one word. Do you
not hear me at all?" But Toni still did not move or look at her.
Elsbeth felt all was lost. Her Toni would not even look at her.
She could do but one thing and that was to pray, and v/ith that she
started to sing as she had so often when Toni was still very^ very
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little and things had gone all m-ong.
All of a sudden there was a change in Toni# He ran to his
mother, sobbing, and there stood the two, sobbing together,
"All is vrell once again," said the doctor and left the room
with his v/ife and the other good woman.
"May we go home to our cottage mother? Do I have to go up
the mountain again?" he asked.
She quieted him and told him she would take him home right
away# And then Toni remembered. "But I have to work# I must
earn something,"
"Do not think about that, God will find a way in time," said
Elsbeth, And then she told him all about the goat, how fat she had
grovai and how beautiful everything was at home. She talked thus
for an hour or so, and then the doctor came in to them again. The
good woman from Geneva was vkLth him# She sat dovm and began to
talk vnth Toni at once v/hile the doctor talked with Elsbeth,
Suddenly she called over to Elsbeth, "My good woman, he must
not go up on that mountain again. He does not belong there. \Ve
must find something else for him# Is there not something that he
would like to be?"
"Yes," said the mother thoughtfully, "He has wished it since he
was very little, but I hardly dare talk about it."
"Come, come, tell me about it."
"He would like to be a wood carver, and he has the gift for it.
But the fees are eighty francs."
"Is that all?" cried the woman# "-Is that all? Come, my boy,"
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and she went to Toni, "would you really like to be a ;vood carver?
Better than anything else?"
Toni’s eyes were bright vdth joy as he answered her.
"ViTould you like to begin at once? Y/ould you like to go to your
teacher right aavay?" she asked.
Again he said happily that he would. That was enough, TJhen
their ne^v friend learned there v/as a good carver in Frutigen, she
thought that would be a good place for him so the next morning the
three talked with the carver first and made plans for Toni to start
his lessons. Toni was to study three months instead of two so that
he might learn everything from the bottom. The woman bought a set
of carving tools for him and a book of draivings which he could copy.
Then they v.-ent to the hotel and made plans for Toni to live there
v/here he v/ould have good food and a good bed. And Sundays he could
come home and spend the day with his mother. Then they had lunch at
the hotel and Elsbeth and Toni vrent home. The good woman from
Geneva went back to the hospital to ask the doctor if she might go
home. She had so much to do, so many things she wanted to look
after. She knew many stores where Toni’s work might be sold, and
she vranted to see them. Of course the doctor wanted her to go home
if she felt well enough to do so. He was glad she was happy once
more,
Toni did his work vrell. He did it so well in fact that the
carver said to his vdfe, "If he keeps on like thatj he will do this
work better than I can."
Then his three months were at an end. Christmas was almost here
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Toni was on his way home. As he saw the cottage he hurried faster.
His mother saw him coming and ran to meet him. And so Christmas
found them together once more. And what a Christmas it was. Such
a one as the cottage had never before seen. All kinds of beautiful
clothes had come from Geneva for Elsbeth and Toni, the very best
of knives for carving, and such a book of pictures for Toni to use^
as he had never before seen. Those of the wood carver were very
poor beside them.
As Toni carved^ there came from the wood the most wonderful
things, hunters and the mightiest eagles that vrere ever seen on a
cliff or a chimney in Geneva. But the best ones did not find their
way to the stores in Geneva. They went instead to a very good
friend in Geneva, to whom Toni wanted to show his thanks his whole
life long.
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COtlPLETE YOCABULARY IN STORY OF "TONI"
a arrive best buy close
about as better cloth
across ask between clothe
admire away beyond call clothes
afraid a\roke big came cloud
after bit care come
afternoon back black careful copy
again be blind carry corner
against bear blow carve cost
all beautiful book case cottage
almost because body cattle could
alone bed bought certainly course
Alps been bowl chair cover
also before boy chamois cow
a 1’,rays beg braid change cry
among began brave cheese custom
an begin breed children cut
and behind bright chimney
animal believe broke choice dairy
another belong brook Christmas dare
answer below bundle church dark
anything bench bury clean day
anyway Berne bush clear dear
around beside but cliff death
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decide enough for got herself
despair even forget grade high
did evening forgot grass him
different every found group himself
do except frame great hire
doctor friend grew hitch
dog face frighten gun huddle
done fact from hoe
doTrm far front had hope
drawn farr.ier Prutigen hand horns
drear fast fun hang horse
drive father happy hospital
during fear Geneva happiness hotel
dusk feather get hard h0V7
fee ghost hast hoTrever
eager feed giant hat hungry
earn field give he hunter
east fill glad head hurry
easy finally glass healthy hurt
eat find glow hear
eighty finish go heart if
either fir goat Heaven ill
eldest first God heavy in
Elsbeth flash gone help inside
else floor good her instead
end fold good -night herd interest
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Interlaken letter might 0 pick
into life milk of piece
it light minister often pile
lightning moment oftentimes place
jagged like month old plan
jar little more on play
joy live morning once please
jog loaf most one pleasant
just long mother only pocket
look mountain or potato
Kandergrund Lord moving ought pour
kind lost much our pray
king loud must out prepare
knew love outside proud
knife lunch nail over promise
know name eYvn push
made nature put
laid maid neat pain
large make need paper quick
last man never pass quiet
late many new patient quite
laugh master nice pay
learn matter night peak rain
leave may not pencil ran
left me nothing people rate
lesson meadow now perhaps rather
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ravine
reach
ready
real
remeaber
room
run
said
same
sang
sat
say
say’ st
scatter
school
see
seem
sell
send
Senn
September
several
shade
shall
shalt
she
shoe
short
should
shoulder
shout
show
side
since
sing
sit
sixteen
sky
slender
slate
sleep
slow
small
so
soak
soft
sold
some
something
son
song
soon
sound
speak
spend
spoke
spin
stall
stand
stay
step
still
stone
Stonehut
stood
store
storm
strange
straw
strong
such
sudden
summer
Sunday
swift
table
tail
take
talk
taught
tax
teach
tear
tears
tell
tender
than
thank
that
the
them
then
there
therefore
these
they
thing
think
this
thou
thought
thoughtful
throw
thunder
thus
thy
till
time
to
together
told
Toni
too
took
top
train
tree
trouble
trust
try
twelve
tv/o
understand
until
up
upper
us
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use who
whom
very why
village wife
willing
wag Wildbach
wagon vidlt
%vait winter
Tfall wish
want with
was vd.thout
watch woman
way wonder
weed wood
week word
weep work
well worry
\
vrent wor se
vrere worth
what would
wheel ^•n’ite
when v.-ritten
v^hether
v;hich j'-ears
while yet
whole young
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VOCABUL/JiY USED III STORY OF "TONI" NOT LISTED BY GATES
admire eagerly hospital rate understand
Alps earn huddle revive
arrive Elizabeth village
Interlaken say’ st
bench fee scatter weep
Berne finally jagged Senn Wildbach
beyond fir several wilt
braid flash Kandergrund shade wori'y
bund le frame slate Yforse
bury Frutigen laugh s 1 ender
lightning sneak
carve Geneva Lord soak
chamois ghost sobbing
cliff giant maid sound
copy glow minister stall
cottage graze storm
custom group nature
tax
dairy happiness otherT,vise tender
decide hast therefore
despair healthy pain Thou
dreary Heaven patient thunder
dusk hire peak thus
hitch
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PART IV
LSASURED REACTION W "TONI *'
AS SHQ^TO ^ HUNDRED FIFTY FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN
To discover v.Hat the reaction of a fourth-grade group to "Toni"
would be, tests were given to approximately one himdred fifty fourth-
grade children from four different fourth grades* Two tests v;ere
used, one a true-false type testing their comprehension of the story,
and one a multiple-choice, testing their understanding of the best
meanings for significant phrases used in the story. The vocabulary
of the tests was composed, as far as possible, from that of the
story* Samples of these tests sre given at the close of this part
of the thesis*
The results of Test I as shovna on Table I on the page following,
presents a total of 21 papers with no errors and a median score of
approximately 2 errors, indicating that the story was wel] under-
stood. According to Table II on the same page, the number of errors
spread over a vri.de range, from 1 error to statement nxmiber 2, to
48 to numbers 11 and 12* Two showed 30 or more errors, ntimber 2 0
with 38 and number 1 with 30.
Undoubtedly, statements 11 and 12 are not well cast* ‘-^^hey may
also perhaps be criticised from the standpoint of their importance to
the development of the story* It vxas the dairy farmer who asked
Toni's mother to come to see him the morning after they had been to
the wood carver’s and she v;ent there to discuss with him the possibility
of his having a place for Toni* It is possible that the catch lies
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TABLES SHOiTING RESULTS OF TEST I AS TO COI.IPREHENSION OF STORY
TABLE I TABLE II
Distribution of Pupil s Distribution of
on Basis of Errors Errors on Each Ques tion
No. of Boys Girls Total Que s • Boys Girls Total
Errors No.
0 9 12
_
21 1 14 16 30
1 20 23 43 2 0 1 1
2 11 24 35 3 8 12 20
3 6 8 14 4 6 15 21
4 10 6 16 5 3 3 6
5 2 5 7 6 0 7 7
6 1 4 5 7 8 8 16
7 0 1 1 8 4 9 13
8 1 0 1 9 4 9 13
9 0 0 0 10 2 0 2
10 0 1 1 11 25 23 48
11 0 0 0 12 14 34 48
12 0 0 0 13 4 8 12
13 0_ 1 1 14 3 9 12
Total 60 84 144 15 4 6 10
16 6 8 14
17 2 3 5
18 2 1 3
19 1 2 3
20 14 24 38
Total 124 198 322
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in "after they had been to the v/ood carver's." "Senn and his boys
I
lived on another mountain" is a true statement. The ambiguity may
be in "fjiother mountain" for the children may realize that he did
not live on the mountain with Toni and yet they may not knovf that
it was another mountain on which he lived. He may have lived in
the valley. The statement is a quite significant one in the story,
however. Toni sent his most beautiful carvings always to his kind
friend in Geneva and not to the stores. The high frequency of
error on number 2 is inexplainable at this time. "The stone hut
stood in the shade of the fir tree" is true. The frequency of
error there is pardonable. The statement is really not relevant.
It was originally placed, in fact, as the sample statement, and
the sample v/as niimber 1.
In general the responses to Test I seem to indicate that the
children were interested in following the main theme of the story.
They grasped that readily enough. It may also be true, that they
have learned to choose that which has direct bearing on the theme
of the story they are reading and ignore that which has not. At any
rate^ the results are rather illiiminating
.
Test II, testing their understanding of the meaning of
significant phrases presents, as shown on Table I on the page
follovdng, a frequency of errors from 1 to 13 with the median num-
ber of errors falling in 5. According to Table II on the same page,
the frequency of error on each statement ranged from 5 on number 7,
to 109 on niimber 6, Number 8 shelved a frequency of 98, and number
10, 92. One had 80 errors, number 12, and number 13, 73 errors.
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TABLES SIIOVVIKG RESULTS OF TPJST II
as to
BEST mMIEG OF SIGNIFICANT PHRASES IN STORY
TABLE I TABLE II
Distribution of Pupils Distribution of
on Basis of Errors Errors on Each Question
No. of
Errors
Boys Girls Total Ques
No.
. Boys Girls Total
1 1 2 3 1 2 6 8
2 2 7 9 2 12 21 33
3 7 13 20 3 7 1 8
4 12 10 22 4 26 37 63
5 11 11 22 5 16 27 43
6 11 17 28 6 46 63 109
7 4 9 13 7 2 3 5
8 4 7 11 8 35 63 98
9 3 6 9 9 24 37 61
10 3 3 6 10 42 50 92
11 0 1 1 11 7 8 15
12 0 0 0 12 36 44 80
13 1 0 1 13 30 43 73
Total 59 84 143 14 28 29 57
15 22 28 • 50
335 459 794Total
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An examination of these statements indicates that again the
statements are not v/ell cast. "Put do\vn her hoe" means "stop -working"
and from the general theme of the story, it -would hardly appear that
Toni’s mother -would lay her hoe on the ground, yet that is the meaning
most commonly given in these papers in ans-wer to number 6." Have a
place for him" means "have work for him to do", a. phrase not commonly
used in that v/ay, hence when it was given out of context, the children
failed to recognize its meaning. That may have been the reason for
the high frequency of error for nvunber 8, "Had no choice" means
"that was the only thing he could do". The debatable element there
may be the vrord "could" in -which the capability aspect of its meaning
is predominant, and the ranking of number 10 maybe thus accounted
for. "A deep ravine" means a deep gorge
,
a word not so commonly
used here in Hew England, hence the children may not see the relation-
ship. Thus nvimber 12 might be expected to have a frequency of 80
errors. It seems that children in Hew England should knov; that
"jagged peaks" means "high pointed mountains". They did not, however,
since number 13 shov/ed 73 errors. The reason for -this high frequency
is not evident.
The children did not read the story themselves. It v/as read to
them. Being still at the predominantly visual stage of their learn-
ing, it is possible that they might have responded better if they
had read it themselves. They v/ould have seen the phrase and thus
have received their strongest impression. And they would have re-
ceived this impression tv/ice.
On the v;hole, the stories shov; reactions which may be considered
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quite satisfactory. It m8.y be assumed, then, that the story is
within the scope of the social development of the children for whom
it was devised. Since the vocabulary of the tests is largely that
of the story itself, wa may asstime that the children wall be able
to read the story for themselves quite as effectively as they did
the statements of the tests. Henc^ it appears^that it is possible
to get material satisfying their social development and yet suited
to the particular reading mechanics which they have thus far
inastered.
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TEST I
The sentences belov^ tell something about the story "Toni". Some
are true and some are false. If the sentence tells what is true, draw
a line around the word "True" at the left of the statement. If it is
false
,
drav/ a
S-I/iPLE;
line iaround the word "False".
(^me ) False 1.
The statement
BEGIN HERE;
Toni*s mother worked very hard to make a living for
the two of them.
is true so a line is drawn around the v?ord "True".
True False 1. The stone hut stood in the shade of a fir tree.
Time False 2. Toni liked to play vdth the other children after
school.
True False 3. Toni liked best of all to hear his mother talk
about hovi- good his father was.
True False 4. Toni carved anything he savf about him.
True False 5. Toni had to go to work when he v/as twelve years old.
True False 6. Toni's mother asked the minister to help her find a
place where Toni could learn to be a wood carver.
True False 7. The minister treated her unkindly.
True False 8, The wood carver lived on the top of the mountain.
True False 9. There vrere some beautiful shells inside the glass
case at the wood carver's home.
True False 10. The lessons cost more than Toni's mother could pay.
True False 11. The minister asked Toni's mother to come to see him
the morning after they had been to the wood carver's
True False 12. Senn and his boys were on another mountain.
True False 13. Toni's mother Tvas sorry to have him go up the
mountain alone.
True False •1—
1
The hired man talked ivith Toni a long time.
True Fa :se 15. There was a storm wdth flashes of blinding lightning
True False 16. Senn came to find out what \ms the matter with Toni.
True False 17. The minister sent Toni to s doctor.
True False 18. The woman from Geneva v/as interested only in
herself.
True False 19. Toni did not know his mother when she first came to
the hospital.
j-rue False 20. Toni sent his most beautiful carvings to the stores
in Geneva.
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TEST II
Here are some v/ords vfhich were used in the story of "Toni".
Opposite each are four meanings. One of these meanings is better than
the others. You are to choose the best meaning for the words given and
put the ntnnber of this meaning in the parenthesis on the right.
SAIiPLE:
her good man means her (l) father (2) husband (3) son
(4) brother. ( 2 )
The best meaning is husband, nvimber 2, so 2 is v-Titten in the
parenthesis at the right.
BEGIN HERE:
1. a dairy farmer raises (l) cows (2) wheat (3) corn
(4) potatoes. ( )
2. watch over her means (l) look for her (2) help her (s) keep
her from running aw'ay (4) take care of
her
. ( )
3. a wood carver is (l) one who lives in the T/oods (2) one who
cuts things out of wood (s) a woodsman
(4) a wood chopper. ( )
4. the custom means (l) the law (2) a tax (3) a dress (4) most
people do it that way. ( )
5. a chamois is (l) a piece of cloth (2) a house (3) a
moxmtain goat (4) a jevrel. ( )
6. put down her hoe means she (l) laid her hoe on the ground
(2) dropped her hoe (3) hung up her hoe
(4) stopped v/orki’^g. ( )
7. some light work means (l) easy work (2) interesting work
(3) to light lamps (4) heavy work. ( )
8. have a place for him means (l) keep him (2) let him live
vdth him (3) have ’work for him to do
(4) put him away. ( )
9. be his ovm master means he can (l) take care of things
(2) tell others Ydiat to do (3) do as he
wishes (4) do as others tell him. ( )
10. had no choice means (l) he could not do anything (2) no one
would let him (3) th&t was the only thing
he could do (4) no one asked him. ( )
11. a piece of money means (l) a dime (2) a quarter (s) a half
dollar (4) some money. ( )
12. a deep ravine means (l) a mountain (2) a ditch (3) a deep
gorge (4) a cliff. ( )
13. jagged peaks means (l) high pointed mountains (2) lov/ hills
(3) high hills (4) rough land. ( )
14. huddled in a corner means (l) sitting in a corner (2) crow-ded
in a corner (3) standing in a corner
(4) lying in a corner. (
15. whole life long means (l) live long (2) a long life (3) all
his life (4) a big life. (
)
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SmWiI\RY
The preceding discussion aims to encourage the use of children’s
literature of foreign countries as a means of developing friendly
international relations among our ovm children* It is believed that
a more normal idea of the life, thoughts, and feelings of those who
live on foreign soil can be obtained through acquaintance vdth their
literature than by studying their history and geography. Their
literature is v/ritten by them themselves and primarily for themselves.
Their geography and history, as we meet it here, by others.
The types of children’s literature here considered are classified
according to their sources as travel, nature, home life and experiences,
and ABC rhymes. The travel sources are not travel books as dealing
with life and experiences in actual foreign countries. They are so
listed because the characters go out to investigate what lies beyond
their oivn imriediate horizon and their experiences are, therefore,
quite different from those to which they are ordinarily accustomed.
The nature theme presented is not alvjays accurate, but the facts are
not so distorted as to cause complications in the child’s later
nature experiences. Home life and experiences has been subdivided
into groups according to types; -city, rural, village, toys and school.
The stories chosen offer a variety of interesting material in this
group shov/ing that children in German speaking countries have some
of the same types of games, interests, and difficulties as children
here, and that instead of being different they ere actually very
much alike
JTK-
V
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The social phases presented are varied. None of the stories deal
to any great extent -with people in the upper strata of life. The
majority of them are from the middle and poorer classes, the thrifty
hard-v.’-orking classes. As such they are similar to classes of the
same station of any country.
The stories can he used for story telling or for reading
material. In general, the chief interest does not lie in the diction
but rather in the plot and action, and hence little is lost by
translation. There is a dignity of style which should be retained as
much as possible, for that particular means of expression is
characteristic of the type of life portrayed. The abundance of action
and direct discourse offers unlimited possibility for dramatization.
These m.ay be used in the original German for children studying
German. Four episodes, each from a different story were arranged for
such use and are included in the discussion. These same incidents
could undoubtedly be arranged in English to be used in the same way.
Tt^o of the stories were translated and arranged as reading
material for children of the third amd fourth grades. The adapt-
ability of this material from the standpoint of word difficulty was
determined by comparing it with Gates, "A Reading Vocabulary for the
Primary Grades" and show^ed considerably over 80 percent of the words
used to be on his list. The two v;ord lists have been submitted for
each story, one showing the complete list of words used and one
showing the v/ords used in these arrangements which were not listed by
Gates.
These arrangements are not to be considered as ready for actual
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use in the classroom. They merely indicate one phase of the procedure
whereby this literature may be made available most effectively.
Another phase of this procedure, obtaining measured reactions, in-
dicates the attitude of the fourth-grade group to w’hom the story of
"Toni" was submitted. This attitude is a satisfactory one. On
that basis it appears that children do enjoy reading such material
when it is arranged to suit their reading ability. For promoting
among our children a spirit of true friendliness for other lands^ a
group of stories from different nations might be compiled into one
book thus carrying out mthin the covers of the book itself the
theme of international brotherhood.
Since these stories are adaptable for story telling or reading
material and dramatization in German and undoubtedly in English,
they fit the uses which are made of our own literature and can be
enjoyed as they are. And since they are primarily arranged for the
children in the Gerrmn speaking regions where they are laid, our
children will get a fairly accurate and legitimate picture of the
life portrayed, and certainly they vdll not be burdened mth an
abundance of partisan bias. As a means for encouraging definite
educfition among the children for promoting friendly international
relations, an appreciation of what these lands produce in the realm
of children’s literature is urged.
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